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Thesis Abstract
Distortion inherent in map projections_ can effect the
delimitation of maritime boundaries.

Thirty-nine maps

o~

three study areas representative of the world were drawn,
and the envelope and median line offshore boundaries were
constructed on them.

Every country's enclosed boundary area

was measured in each of the four categories of distortion:
equivalency, conformality, equidistance and constant bearing.
How a nation wants to use or develop the territory within its
sea boundary can be associated with the preservation or

--

deformation of one or two of these distortive qualities.
The distortion data was tabulated and ranked .according to
total scores.

The result revealed a number of projections

that indicate a wide range of usefulness depending on the
degree. of deformation and preservation of properties for a
particular study area.

Depending on the longitudinal and

latitudinal position, maritime activities are variously
effected by the amount of deformation and preservation
inherent in each projection.

Thus depending on a nation's

global location and its interest in the use of its enclosed
offshore boundary area, the most appropriate choice of
projection is recommended for polar, mid-latitudinal and
equatorial maritime areas.
ii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
When viewed from space, the earth appears to be a
spherical globe consisting of three dimensions, length,
width and depth.

A problem that has plagued cartographers

for centuries is how to represent the entire globe or portions of the globe on a two dimensional medium of length and
width.

There is no possible way, geometric, trigonometric

or by computer that all the qualities present on the globe
can be simultaneously represented on a two dimensional map.
In referring to a popular analogy, it is the old problem of
trying to apply an "orange peel" to a flat surface.

In order

to do this, the orange peel must be distorted either by
stretching, shrinking or tearing.
Different projections are used to achieve representations which possess certain properties favorable for the
specific purpose required.

There are· four categories of

favorable properties that should be preserved.

They are

. equivalency, conformality, equidistance and constant bearing (direction).

Equivalency is that of trying to keep a

correct representation of area.

In other words the property

of equivalency in a projection will show the area of a portion of the earth exactly as it is on the globe.
I

Conformality

2

or orthomorphism, is the correct representation of shapes.
Equidistance is the maintaining of a correct measure of
distances on the map as well as on the globe.

Constant

bearing is the preservation of a straight line of a particular direction on the globe.

Equivalency, conformality and

equidistance are all mutually exclusive.

Lines of constant

bearing can be found with anyone of these properties on the
same projection.· A projection can .be designed that will
consist of some of these properties but will never contain
all of them.

That can only be found on the globe.

The purpose of this study is to examine the various
properties of area, shape, distance and direction inherent in
the most widely used projections and to determine their suitability for particular maritime interests.

A distortion in

anyone of these properties can alter a country's limits and
possible use of its offshore area.

An attempt is made to

find the most appropriate impression of the desired areas,
pointing out the advantages and disadvantages of the
projections involved.
As a basis for comparison, the 200-mile offshore boundary
system as presently proposed at the Third Law of the Sea
Conference will be used.
delimitation.

There are three types of boundary

The first is the uninhibited 200-mile envelope

type, unobstructed by any other national claim.

This will be'

used when there is a distance of at least 400 miles between
the shoreline of one country and another.

The second

boundary delimitation type is used when the distance of

3

shoreline to shoreline between two countries is less than
400 miles.

In this case, a line ofequidistance or a median

line is drawn.

It is drawn so that every point on the

boundary line is at an equal distance from the opposing
shoreline.

The third type of boundary delimitation is also

called a line of equidistance or median line.

This is a

boundary line beginning from a point on the shoreline where
the land boundaries of two adjacent countries meet, extending
seaward till it reaches either the envelope or median
boundary line.
The many special circumstances and special rights that
can be claimed by certain countries, such as straight baselines l and historic rights will not receive consideration in
this study.

These problems are still under much debate at

the Law of the Sea Conference and have no bearing on the
results of this investigation.
There are various uses of the enclosed maritime boundary
area.

They can have political, visual, navigational or ter-

ritorial implications.
projections.

Each application demands different

The uses of the boundary areas have been

grouped here into general classifications that incorporate
as many of the interests as possible.

Each interest will be

IStraight baselines are used along a coast which is
deeply indented and cut into, or if there is a fringe of
islands in its immediate vicinity. The line is drawn along
the outer perimeter of promontories and islands. All waters
landward from the line are internal. The boundary line is
drawn seaward from the straight baseline.
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coordinated with the preservation of one of the classifications of distortion.

Interests such as maximum fishing area,

control over continental shelf exploitation and shipping'
passage that deal with aeral distortion will form one category.

The same will be true for the other distortion

qualities of shape, distance and direction.
Review of Literature
Many articles and books have been written about map
projections and their characteristics.
fall into

~

The majority of them

category that describe projections in general,

giving the common properties of the more commonly used
projections.

Some typical examples of these are Burnham

(1934), Stewart (1943), Robinson (1949), Strahler (1951),
Bowyer (1959), and Steward (1970).

For the purpose of this

analysis, the information contained in these articles provided useful background information.

Another category of

literature deals with a single particular projection and
examines it in great detail.

These writings ranged widely

in terms of their utility for this study.

They included

explanations on the technical, geometric and trigonometric
constructions, information on distortion, map manipulation
and other aspects of projections.
include

S~eers

Sources of this nature

(1927), Robinson (1943), Barr (1947), Robinson

(1951), Hirt (1960), and Roblin (1969).

The source by Steers

contains formulas and gives directions for the construction
of projections which are used in this thesis.

A third group

5

of articles deals specifically with the properties of projections.

Other literature describes the role of maps in

boundary disputes.

For the construction of boundaries, the

most informative account is that of Robert D. Hodgson, the

u.s.

Geographer (1975).

It gives the necessary information

for the construction of an equidistant boundary and describes
the types of projections that would be best suited for a
"fair" boundary demarcation at all latitudes of the globe.
The search of literature was valuable only to a limited
extent.

It gave the necessary background and historical

information needed to understand the problem of boundary
delimitation using various types of projections.

Most of the

data used for analysis in this study was derived from a
series of maps constructed by the author.

Some specific

literatuie, however, provided the necessary technical information for the construction of the special-purpose maps.
For accurate delimitation of national maritime boundarise, the territory enclosed by each boundary and the marine
related interests

wi~hin

jections is mandatory.

it, a correct choice of map pro-

The selection of an inappropriate

projection can lead to a highly misleading data representation and hence be disadventageous to the coastal country
involved.
Hypothesis
For each marine interest there is a choice of projections that will be appropriate for application to each study

6

area.

Depending on which projection the maritime boundaries

are drawn between countries, the area enclosed will differ
by a noticeable margin.

Thus depending on the location on

the face of the earth, and the marine related activity to be
shown, this study attempts to present the optimal projection.
It is hypothesized that with the proper choice of projections, in relation to the study areas, the most equitable
maritime boundaries cart be established.
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were chosen to cover as much as the latitudinal spectrum as
possible.

There is no difference with the graticules of

longitude and latitude between the northern and southern
hemispheres.

The northern hemisphere were chosen because

the larger amount of land maSA, enclosed seas and diversified
coastline gave a greater selection to choose from.

The

relative location of the study areas are shown in Figure 1.
The equatorial study area chosen is Insular Southeast
Asia, excluding the Philippine Islands.

It has a north-

south latitudinal spread from 150 South to 150 North.
four countries are included in this group.
Indonesia, Malaysia and Portuguese Timor.

Only

They are Brunei,
The Territory of

Ocussi, belonging to Portugal, was drawn on the maps but not
measured because its size is too small to show any appreciable differences from map to map.

Similarily, Singapore was

omitted because the size of the territory prevented measuring an accurate boundary.

In .addition, the distortion

change from one projection to another would be too minute
to measure.
The mid-lati~udinal study area is the Mediterranean Sea
and the countries that border on it.

The study area has a

north-south latitudinal spread from 25 0 North to 50 0 North.
The countries surrounding this enclosed sea are:

Spain,

France, Italy, Malta, Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece, Turkey,
Cyprus, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia,
Algeria and Morocco.

The country of Monaco and the Terri-

tory of Gibraltar were omitted for the same reasons as
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mentioned earlier.
The northern, or polar study area encompasses the
terr i tory ar ound the Ber ing Sea.

It has a latitudinal

spread from 45 0 North to 75 0 North.

It includes most of the

State of Alaska and the eastern portion of the U.S.S.R.
known as the Chukotskiy Peninsula.

The eastern border of

Alaska is cut off at 140 0 West longitude and the Chukotskiy
Peninsula has a western border of 170 0 East longi t ude .

This

area was chosen because it was the northern-most area in
which a boundary conflict could potentially occur.
"

"

Since this study focuses on maritime boundaries, only
the coastal portions of many countries are shown.

This is

especially true for the oblique, Mediterranean Sea area.
This allows maps of a larger scale, with greater accuracy to
be constructed.

Each of these study areas occupies a

position extreme enough (equator, mid-latitude, polar) to
encompass the realm of possible distortive elements for
each projection.

CHAPTER II
NATURE AND PROPERTIES OF MAP PROJECTIONS
The development of map projections can be traced far
into the past, yet the study of projections, their properties
and uses still continues, and has important implications in
the world today.

Each projection takes information from the

globe and represents it on a plane surface in its own unique
way.

According to Robinson (1969), the actual process of

transformation is called projection, and the term "projection"
sterns from the fact that many ways of transformation can be
accomplished by geometrically "projecting" with lines or
shadows, the homologous points from the sphere to a plane
surface.

Actual geometric projection from the sphere to the

plane includes only a few of the possibilities, however,
there are many possibilities for the retention of significant
earth relationships that can be worked out mathematically.
These are also called projections, but no useful purpose is
served by attempting to distinguish between geometric and
mathematical projections. 2

During the early stages of

projections, development which dates back to Before Christ
(B.C.) the perspective (projected) type projection served

2A.H~ Robinson, Elements of Cartography,
John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1969), p.200.
10

(New York:
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the limited needs of the map users.

Shalowitz (1964) states

that one objection to the persepective projections is that
in their use one is limited to the properties which they
already possess; they cannot be made to satisfy any special
conditions which may be of importance in the particular
mapping under consederation, or they may possess features
which are not desirable on the map or chart.)
With the advent of trigonometry "and more widespread
application of maps, an entirely new phase of map projections
was created, the "mathematically projected" projections.
Mathematical and perspective projections, both of which are
used in this study, can be grouped according to the global
properties they preserve, such as equivalence, equidistance,
conformalityand constant bearing or direction.

They can be

grouped as to whether they are geometric, trigonometric or
sheer mathematical projections.

Another method of classifi-

cation is based on the projection surface, the kind of
plane, cone or cylinder a projection is transformed onto.
Accordingly they are known as Azimuthal, Conic and Cylindrical.

It is this approach of classifying projections that has

been applied in this study.

See Figure 2.

Concerning the Azimuthal projections, Richardus and
Adler (1972) says that they have certain characteristics
specific to their class, namely that they are theoretically

3A. Shalowitz, Shore and Sea Boundaries Vol. 2, (Washington D.C.~ u.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1964), p. 113.
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Azimuthal
Conical

-----Cylindrical

Figure 2
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and actually "projected" on a plane from the spherical datum
surface.

They are often called perspective projections, the

term originating from the generation process employed.

4

In

this class of projections, a plane, or sheet of paper is
assumed to touch the globe at a single point.

This point of

tangency may be at either pole, along the equator ar any point
inbetween.

Thus they are referred to as Azimuthal Polar,

Azimuthal Equatorial and Azimuthal Oblique projections
respectively.

Within these three azimuthal types further

variation can be created depending on how the geographical
grid is projected from the globe to the plane surface.

As

the light in a transparent globe is moved from the center, to
the edge opposite the point of tangency and beyond to

infin~

ity, a different variety of Azimuthal projection will result.
Another unique property of the Azimuthal class is Great
Circles.

If the projection plane is tangent to the data

source on the globe there is no deformation of any kind at
the center.

In such a case, all great circles passing

through the point of tangency will be straight lines on the
projection surface, showing correct azimuths from the center
to any point, hence the name Azimuthal projections.

An

azimuth is a true compass bearing, so all azimuths from the
point of tangency are true.

For example in the case of an

Azimuthal Polar projection, with the pole as the point of

4 p. Richardus and R. K. Adler, Map Proje.ctions: for Geodesists,Cartographers and Geographers (New York: American
Elsevier, 1972), p. 57.
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tangency, the azimuths would be the meridians.
Conical projections have their own characteristics.
While Azimuthal projections are projected onto a plane tangent at one point, conics are based on a line of tangency.
Theoretically a cone is wrapped around the globe and the
graticule network (lines of longitude and latitude) is
projected onto the cone by a light source similar to the
prodeedure previously mentioned.

This line of tangency is

called a Standard Parallel; more than one of such lines can
be used in the construction of cone based projections.

A

conic projection can show any protionof the globe, but usually no more than one hemisphere at a time.

Along the

Standard Parallel the scale is always correct, so when
constructing a conic projection for a certain area, the
correct placement of one or more Standard Parallels is
critical.

The area with the least distortion will be that

on and near the Standard Parallels.
Cylindrical projections are those constructed around a
cylinder.

Theoretically a cylinder is wrapped around the

globe and the graticules are projected onto it resulting in
a cylindrical projection when unrolled.

According to Steers,

"The cylinder need not touch the equator; it may
encircle the globe along any great circle. How~ver, directly some slight calculations are employed·
ln the equatorial case, useful modifications can
be made.
If the area between any two lines of
latitude is preserved correctly, we have the cylindrical equal-area; if the exaggeration of the
longitude scale is made to increase in the same
proportion as the latitude scale, we have the

15
Mercator or Cylindrical Orthomorphic projection. n 5
As for the conical projections, a line of tangency forms the
basis for construction of the cylindrical projection.

All

the cylindrical projections used in this study are based on
a line of tangency that follows the equator.
From the classification system of Azimuthal, Conic and
Cylindrical types, the following list of projectionp were
selected for this study.
Azimuthal
Equal Area
Equidistant
Gnomonic
Orthographic
Stereographic

Conic
Albers Equal Area
Bonne's
Conicw/2 STPs*
Lambert Equal Area
Polyconic
Simple Conic
Sinusoidal

Cylindrical
Equal Area
Mercator
Mollweide
Simple Cylindrical

In applying these sixteen projections to the three study
areas a total of forty-eight maps resulted.

However, due to

various construction difficulties, nine of them had to be
eliminated, reducing the final selection to thirty-nine maps.
In the following pages a summary of the predominant
characteristics of each projection are presented.

It

should be pointed out that for the Azimuthal classification
there is a separate listing for each projection, both
polar and equatorial.

Only in this group do the projection's

5J.A. Steers, An Introduction to the Study of Map Projections, (London: University of London Press, 1927), p. 132.
* w/2 STPsmeans with 2 Standard Parallels.
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characteristics change from one study area to another.

The

conic and cylindrical projections are in one listing each
because their characteristics remain the same regardless of
the global position.
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AZIMUTHAL:
Projection:
Shape of
Parallels:

AZIMUTHAL EQUAL AREA (Polar)
Concentric circles becoming closer away
·from the poles.

Shape of
Meridians:

Straight lines radiating outwards from the
poles.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Meridians and parallels meet at right
angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

Decreases away from the poles.

Scale along
Parallels:

Increases away from the poles.

Representation
of Shape:

Representation
of Area:

Within 30 0 of the pole the shape of land
is weLl preserved, because there is only
slight compression of lat. from N. to S.
and only a slight corresponding stretching
from E. to W.
Equal area.

Representation
of Direction:

True direction from the center of the map
(the pole) is maintained by a straight line.
Only half the globe can be shown. All
straight lines drawn through the center
point are Great Circles.

Uses:

Good for representing polar areas. Suitable for distribution and measuring
distances from the center point.

Notes:

Mathematically projected upon a plane
tangent at the pole.
Invented by Lambert.
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AZIMUTHAL:
Projection:

AZIMUTHAL EQUIDISTANT (Polar)

Shape of
Parallels:

concentric circles with the pole as the
center. Drawn their true distance apart.

Shape of
Meridians:

Straight lines radiating from the pole.
Drawn their true angular distance apart.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

Correct.

Scale along
Parallels:

Progressively exaggerated away from the
pole.

.Representation
of Shape: .
Representation
of Area:

NotOrthomorphic, but reasonable shape
within 30 0 of the pole.
Equator-wards
of this, progressive E.-W. elongation.
Areas exaggerated progressively polewards.

Representation
of Direction:

Equidistant; direction and distance from
the center of the map (pole) are correct.
Only half the globe can be shown.
Straight lines drawn through the center
point are Great Circles.

Uses:

General purpose maps of Arctic areas.
Polar exploration and to some extent polar
navigation.
Used to measure distances
frGm a center point to all other points.

Notes:

Mathematically projected upon a plane
tangent at the pole.
Dates from the 16th
century but was brought into prominence
by Lambert in 1772.
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AZIMUTHAL:
Projection:

AZIMUTHAL GNOMONIC (Polar)

Shape of
Parallels:

Concentric circles with the pole as center.

Shape of
Meridians:

Straight lines their true angular distance
apart and radiating from the pole.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

Progressively increases away from the pole.

Scale along
Par a l Le Ls.e

Progressively increases away from the pole.

Representation
of Shape:

Reasonable shape wi thin 30 0 of the pole,
but equatorwards of about 60 0 lat., very
rapid and great elongation of areas from
E.-W.

Representation
of Area:

Areas progressively exaggerated equatorwards.
Exaggeration is pronounced
equatorwards of 60 0 lat.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction from the center of the map (pole)
is correct. Any straight line drawn on
the map is a Great Circle.

Uses:

Navigational and general purpose maps of
Arctic areas.
Used in conjunction with
Mercator for navigation.
Substitutes for
th~ Mercator in polar latitudes.

Notes:

Geometrically projected upon a plane
tangent at the pole. Source of light for
the projection is at the center of the
projecting sphere.
Considered to be the
oldest true projection.
Credit is given
to Thales, father of abstract geometry,
who lived in the 6th century B.C.
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AZIMUTHAL:
·Projection:

AZIMUTHAL GNOMONIC (Equatorial)

Shape of
Parallels:

The equator, a Great Circle, .is represented
by a straight line. Other parallels are
composite curves, more markedly curved
polewards.

Shape of
Meridians:

Parallel straight lines at right angles to
the equator. All Great Circles, including
Meridians are represented by straight lines.

Interesection o£
Meridians and
Parallels:

Equator cuts straight meridians at right
angles. Parallels cut meridians increasingly obliquely; towards the margins of
the map and polewards.

Scale along
Meridians:

Increases progressively polewards.
Exaggeration along successive meridians
is progressively greater E. and W. of the
central meridian.

Scale along
Parallels:

Progressive exaggeration polewards.

Representation
of Shape:

Shapes progressively elongated N.-S. and
E.-W. away from the equator and central
meridian respectively.
Shape is reasonably represented within 35 0 of both the
equator and the central meridian.

Representation
of Area:

Area exaggerated progressively N.-S. and
E.-W. away from the equator and central
meridian respectively .. Area is reasonably represented with 35 0 of both the
equator and the central meridian.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction from the center of the map is
correct. Any straight line drawn on the
map is a Great Circle.

Uses:

Gives good representation of areas near the
center of the projection provided they do
not extend more than 35 0 in any direction.
Because of correct direction from the center
and representation of a Great Circle by a
straight line, it is suitable for Africa
and tropical South American areas.

Notes:

Mathematically projected on a plane tangent
along the Equator.
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AZIMUTHAL:
Projection:

AZIMUTHAL ORTHOGRAPHIC (Polar)

Shape of
Parallels:

Concentric circles becoming closer towards
the outside edges of the map.

Shape of
Meridians:

Straight lines radiating outwards from the
pole.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

Decreases away from the poles.

Scale along
Parallels:

Progressively exaggerated away from the pole.

Representation
of Shape:

Shape is not correctly represented.

Representation
of Area:

Area is not correctly represented.

:Representation
of Direction:

True direction from the center point. All
straight lines drawn through the center
point are Great Circles.

Uses:

Pictorial representations of the earth
similar to a satellite photo. Good for
illustrations in books on political or
military strategic problems.

Notes:

Geometrically projected upon a plane.
Point of projection is at infinity. An
ancient projection used chiefly as an
artistic representation of the globe
during the Renaissance.
It has had a
revival in the Space Age.
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AZIMUTHAL:
Projec·tion:

AZIMUTHAL ORTHOGRAPHIC (Equatorial)

Shape of
Parallels:

Straight parallel lines.

,Shape of
Meridians:

Composite curves, not arcs of circles and
elipses.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Central meridian and parallels meet at
right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

Decreases away from the equator.

Scale along
Parallels:

Decreases away from the Central Meridian.

Representation
of Shape:

Shape is not correctly represented.

Representation
of Area:

Area is not correctly represented.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction is not correctly represented.

Uses:

A good visual relationship between
countries.
Great distortion in the areas
on the margins of the hemisphere.
It is
rarely used because of this.-

Notes:

Geometrically projected upon a plane.
line of tangency is the equator.

The
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AZIMUTHAL:
Projection:

AZIMUTHAL STEREOGRAPHIC (Polar)

Shape of
Parallels:

concentric circles, the distance between
them increasing away from the poles.

Shape of
Meridians:

Straight lines radiating outward from
the poles.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

Increases away from the poles.

Scale along
Parallels:

Increases away from the central meridian.

Representation
of Shape:

Conformal (Orthomorphic).

Representation
of Area:

Area is not correctly represented.

Representation
of Direction:

True direction from the center point (the
pole) .
All straight lines drawn through
the center point are Great Circles.

Uses:

It Gan cover up to one hemisphere. Used
for navigation in high latitudes.
Mapping distributions where positions are
imp¢rtant. Plotting ranges from radiating
objects.
Important because of long range
miss Ie and aircraft operation over the
poles .'

Notes:

Geometrically projected upon a plane.
Point of projection is opposite the point
of tangency.
Dates from the 2nd. century
B.C. and is ascribed to Hipparchus, a
Greek astronomer. Also known as the Azimuthal Conformal Projection. Basis for
the Universal Polar Stereographic Military
Grid System for latitudes between 80 0 and
the poles.
It is used for World Aeronautical Charts by the U.S.G.S. scale
1:1,000,000 for latitudes 80 0 to the poles.
U.S.Weather Bureau daily weather map is
on this projection.
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AZIMUTHAL:
Projection:

AZIMUTHAL STEREOGRAPHIC (Equatorial)

Shape of
Parallels:

Arcs of circles.

Shape of
Meridians:

Arcs of circles.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

Increases away from the equator.

Scale along
Parallels:

Increases away from the central meridian.

Representation
of Shape:

Shape is not correctly represented.

Representation
of Area:

Area is not correctly represented.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction is not correctly represented.

Uses:

Mapping distributions where positions are
important.

Notes:

Geometrically projected upon a plane.
Neither shape or area is preserved very
well.
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CONIC:
Projection:

ALBERS EQUAL AREA

Shape of
Parallels:

Concentric circles.

Shape of
Meridians:

Straight lines that meet at a common
point beyond the limits of the map.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

. Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

Between the 2 Standard Parallels the scale
is too large.
Outside of them it is too
small.

Scale along
Parallels:

Scale along the Standard Parallels is
correct. Scale between the 2 Standard
Parallels is too small, outside it is too
large.

Representation
of Shape:

Shape is not correctly represented.

Representation
of Area:

Area is not correctly represented.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction is not correctly represented.

Uses:

Mapping distributions where aeral size
reLationships are important at continent
or lesser sL z e .

Notes:

Mathematical projection, projected on a
cone with 2 Standard Parallels. Developed
by H.C. Albers in 1805.
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CONIC:
Projection:

BONNE'S

Shape of
Parallels:

Concentric circles the correct distance
apart.
The pole is represented by a point.

Shape of
Meridians:

Composite curves, not arcs of circles.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Only the Central Meridian cuts the parallels at right angles.
Obliquity between the·
meridians and parallels increases towards
the margins of the map.

Scale along
Meridians:

Increases progressively towards the margins
of the map, especially in the middle and
high latitudes. Along the Central Meridian
the scale is correct.

Scale along
Parallels:
Representation
of Shape:

All correct.
Shape deteriorates with increasing distance
from the Central Meridian, especially in
middle and high latitudes.

Representation
of Area:

Equal area.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction is not correctly represented.

Uses:

Suitable for areas in one hemisphere
provided that the E.-W. extent is not too
great.
General purpose, distribution and
statistical maps.

Notes:

Developed by the French engineer Rigobert
Bonne (1727-1795). Modification of the
Simple Conic.
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CONIC:
Projection:

CONIC WITH 2 STANDARD PARALLELS

Shape of
Parallels:

Concentric circles, the correct distance
apart. The pole is represented by an arc
of a circle.

Shape of
Meridians:

Straight lines converging on the center of
the curvature of the parallels.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

All correct.

Scale along
Parallels:

Scale along the 2 Standard Parallels is
correct. Those between the 2 Standards
are too short. Outside the Standards, the
scale increases progressively.

Representation
of Shape:

Not orthomorphic, although an improvement
on the One Standard Parallel Conic. Land
masses are elongated E.-W. progressively
polewards and equatorwards of the
Standard Parallels.

Representation
of Area:

Not equal area. Increasing exaggeration
of area polewards and equatorwards of the
Standard Parallels.

Representation
of Direction:
Uses:

Direction is not correctly represented.
An improvement on the One Standard Parallel
Conic. Error of parallel scale is more
evenly spread, but areas are increasingly
exaggerated beyond the Standard Parallels
as the meridians become increasingly
elongated E.- W.
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CONIC:
Projection:

LAMBERT CONICAL EQUAL AREA

Shape of
Parallels:

Concentric circles getting farther apart
away from the poles.

Shape of
Meridians:

Straight lines that mat or may not be
radiating outward from the pole.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Central Meridian cuts ,the parallels at
right angles.

Scale along'
Meridians:

Increases south of the Standard Parallel.
Decreases north of the Standard Parallel.

Scale along
Parallels:

Correct along the Standard Parallel.
Decreases south of the Standard Parallel.
Increases north of the Standard Parallel.

Representation
of Shape:

Shape is not correctly represented.

Representation
of Area:

Equal area.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction is not correctly represented.

Uses:

Suitable for mapping aeral distributions.

Notes:

Originated by Lambert.
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CONIC:
Projection:

POLYCONIC

Shape of
Parallels:

Arcs of circles, but not concentric.
Each parallel has its own radius.

Shape of
Meridians:

Curved lines but not arcs of circles.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Central"Meridian cuts parallels at right
angles.
Increasing obliquity away from
the Central Meridian.

Scale along
Meridians:

Correct only along the Central Meridian.
Increasing exaggeration away from the
Central Meridian.

Scale along
Parallels:

All correct.

Representation
of Shape:

Shape badly distorted as meridians become
progressively elongated away from the
Central Meridian.

Representation
of Area:

Areas increasingly exaggerated away from
the Central Meridian.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction is not correctly represented.

Uses:

Suitable for relief maps, but only for
small areas.
It is the basis for the
International Map on a scale of
1:1,000,000. Because of its'suitability
for large scale maps of relatively small
ar~as, it is of great interest to photo
interpreters.

Notes:

The U.S.G.S devised it and used it as a
base map in their early topographic series.
Originator was Ferdinand Hassler, first
superintendent of the Coastal Survey.
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CONIC:
Projection:
Shape of
Parallels:

SIMPLE CONIC
Concentric circles, the correct distance
. apart. The pole is represented by ·an arc
of a circle~

Shape of
Meridians:

Straight lines converging on the center of
curvature of the parallels.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

All correct.

Scale along
Parallels:

Correct along the Standard Parallel. All
other parallels are too long. Exaggeration
is progressively increased polewards and
equatorwards of the Standard Parallel.

Representation
of Shape:

Shapes are increasingly badly distorted
away from the Standard Parallel. They are
badly stretched E.- W.

Representation
of Area:

Exaggeration of area increases rapidly
polewards and equatorwards of the
Standard Parallel.

Representation
of Direction:
Uses:

Direction is not correctly represented.
Cannot be used for areas of great extent
in latitude. Suitable only for small
countries, with not more than 10 0 extent
from N.- S.
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CONIC:
Projection:

SINUSOIDAL

Shape of
Parallels:

Straight lines of correct length and
correct distance apart.

Shape of
Meridians:

All except the Central Meridian are sine
curves.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Only the Central Meridian cuts the parallels at right angles. 'All others are
increasingly oblique to the parallels.

Scale along
Meridians:

Increasingly exaggerated E. and W. of the
Central Meridian.

Scale along
Parallels:

All correct.

Representation
of Shape:

--..

Very bad peripheral distortion of shape.
Extreme eastern and western margins
elongated and pulled out of upright.

Representation
of Area:

Equal area.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction is not correctly represented.

Uses:

Seldom used for the whole globe without
interruption. Gives a good equal area map
of continents lying astride the equator
with relatively small E.- W. extent.

Notes:

Mathematical projection.
Invented by
Mercator late in his life. Sometimes
called the Mercator Equal Area. Was used
extensively by Sanson and Flamsteed in the
17th and 19th centuries, and is also
known as the Sanson-F1amsteed Projection.
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CYLINDRICAL:
Projection:

CYLINDRICAL EQUAL AREA

Shape of
Parallels:

Parallels are straight lines and parallel.

Shape of
Meridians:

Meridians are straight lines and parallel.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

Diminishes polewards.
At any point it is
as much too small as the parallel scale is
too big.

Scale along
Parallels:

Equator is correct, all others exaggerated
as the secant of the latitude.

Representation
of Shape:

Badly distorted polewards of 45 0 latitude.
Shapes elongated E.- W. but compressed
N.- S.

Representation
of Area:

Equal area. Meridian and parallel scales
compensatory.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction is not correctly represented.

Uses:

Good for distribution maps in tropical
areas.

Notes:

Developed by Lambert.
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CYLINDRICAL:
Projection:

MERCATOR

Shape of
Parallels:

Parallels are straight lines and parallel.

Shape of
Meridians:

Meridians are straight lines and parallel.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

Increases progressively polewards in the
same ratio as the exaggeration of the
parallel scale.

Scale along
Parallels:

Equator is correct, all others exaggerated
polewards as the secant of the latitude.

Representation
of Shape:

Conformal (Orthomorphic), correct for
infinitely small areas.
Large areas with
great extent in latitude are top heavy.

Representation
of Area: .

Area is greatly exaggerated polewards as
the square of the secant of the latitude.

Representation
of Direction:

Any straight line is a line of constant
bearing ie. a rhumb-line or a loxodrome.
Great Circles are curved lines convex
polewards.

Uses:

Especially suitable for air and sea
navigation or any purpose for which
representation of direction and shape is
required.

Notes:

Mathematically projected upon a cylinder
tangent at the.equator. Developed by
Mercator in 1569. Sometimes it is called
the Cylindrical Orthomorphic projection.
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CYLINDRICAL:
Projection:

MOLLWEIDE

Shape of
Pa r a Ll.e.Ls r .

Parallels are straight lines and parallel.
Lines get closer together polewards.

Shape of
Meridians:

Elipses, except· the Central Mer{dian which
is a straight line.

Interpection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Only the Central Meridian cuts the parallels at right angles. All others are
increasingly oblique to the parallels
towards the E.- W. margins.

scale along
Meridians:

Central Meridian is too short.
Increases
away from the central, 'and eventually
becomes progressively exaggerated.

Scale along
Parallels:

Equator and other parallels to about 45 0
latitude are too short. Between 45 0
latitude and the poles, the parallels are
too long.

Representation
of Shape:

Bad peripheral distortion of shape. Shape
within 30 0 of the Central Meridian is good.

Representation
of Area:

Equal area.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction is not correctly represented.

Uses:

Peripheral distortion of shape handicaps
its'use for the entire globe, but
interruption and recentering improves the
shape. Good for mapping distrobutions.

Notes:

Developed by Mollweide.
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CYLINDRICAL:
Projection:

SIMPLE CYLINDRICAL

Shape of
Parallels:

Parallels are straight lines and
parallel.

Shape of
Meridians:

Meridians are straight lines and
Parallel.

Intersection of
Meridians and
Parallels:

Right angles.

Scale along
Meridians:

All correct

Scale along
Parallels:

Equator is correct, all others exaggerated as the secant of the latitude.

Representation
of Shape:

Not Orthomorphic.
The tropical areas
are of reasonable shape, land masses
stretched E.-W. in higher latitudes.

Representation
of Area:

Not equal area. Areas progressively
exaggerated polewards.

Representation
of Direction:

Direction is not correctly represented.

Uses:

Its use is restricted to tropical areas.
It is rarely used.
Equal area projections
are more suitable.

Notes:

Sometimes

~nown

as the Plate Carree.
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CHAPTER III
DISTORTION AND MARITIME BOUNDARIES
Regardless of what type of transformation process is
used to create a projection there will "always be a distortion
in area, shape, distance or direction.

The correct under-

standing and manipulation of these distortion properties can
be invaluable to marine mapping and hence to the maritime
policy making for sea oriented nations.
A working knowledge of area distortion is a valuable
asset to cartographers of such nations, for example by controling distortions, a maritime country may be able to stretch,
expand or reduce its national median line boundaries to include
or exclude portions of neighboring areas.

When the spherical

characteristic of area is retained, the process is known as
equivalence or equal area.

As appropriately explained by

Robinson (1969), "If a system of projection is employed such
that the product of the scales in directions that are perpendicular on the projection and on the globe is equal at every
point, then all areas of figures on the projection will be
.
"
represente d 1n
correct re 1
at1ve
S1ze. ,,6

Such. a projection,

near the area of tangency, can have the scale constant in all
directions at only one or two points or along one or two lines.
6 A. H. Robinson and R.D. Sale, Elements of Cartography
(New York: John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1969), p. 207.
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At all other places away from the area of tangency, the
scale will be different in different directions [rom each
point.

This means then, that the angles around all such

points will be deformed.
Area distortion is quite

differen~

than shape distort-

ion which is otherwise called angular distortion.

Everywhere

on the globe a compass rose will appear the same.

This

property of angular relations can be retained to some extent
on certain projections.

When this is accomplished, the

projection is called conformal or orthomorphic.

Robinson

(1969) asserts that, "It is important to understand that
these terms apply to the directions or angles that obtain at
infinitely small points.

The property of conformality is

not meant to apply to areas of any significant dimension,
since no projection can provide correct shape to areas of
any extent.,,7

On the globe, the scale is correct everywhere.

On a projection, because of the necessary expansion and
compression of areas, the scale is not the same at all
places.

With a conformal projection, i t is possible to

arrange the stretching and compression so that at each
point the scale is the same in all directions, but it must
vary from point to point.

If a uniform scale is maintained

in all directions around each point, then all directions
around each point will be represented correctly, and the
parallels and meridians will intersect at right angles.

7 I b i d., p , 206.
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This does not mean however that every projection with lines
of longitude and latitude crossing at 90 0 angles is conformal.
Suppose a graticule formed by lines of longitude and latitude
on the globe formed a square.

All four angles would be 90 0

and a diagonal running from one corner to the opposite
would bisect it into two 45 0 angles (Figure3).

If a graticule

was projected onto a plane in the form of a rectangle, the
four angles would also be 90 0 each but the diagonal would
strike an angle different from the square.

In this case the

projection would not be orthomorphic, even though its
parallels and meridians crossed at right angles.
By examining the scale requirements for equivalence and
conformality it can be seen that they are contradictory.
projection can be both equivalent and conformal.

All confor-

mal projections will present similar shapes with unequal
sizes and all equal-area projections will retain area and
deform most earth angles.

Figure 3

No

•
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The ability to control distortion in distance and
direction consequently plays an important role for the
maritime nation.

It is important to know about distance and

its distortion when it comes to constructing maritime boundaries~

especially in the case of an equidistant type bound-

ary between two neighboring and opposite nations.

It is

obvious thit all ciap projections represent distances correctly,
provided the variations in the scale are known.

It is

generally understood that distance representation is a matter
of maintaining consistency of scale.

For distances· to be

represented correctly the scale must be uniform along the
particular line involved.

Distance, or scale, may be main-

tained in one direction, for example along a meridian or a
parallel.

When scale is preserved along a line, it is

referred to as Standard.

Scale may also be maintained in all

directions from one or two points.

Projections where such

characteristics prevail are called equidistant.
It is impossible to represent all global directions on
the map with a straight line.

Conformal projections repre-

sent angular relationships around each point correctly and
the scale can be arranged so as to obtain straight rhumb
lines or Great Circles.

Robinson (1969) states that, "No

projection can show true direction in the proper sense that
all great circles will be shown as straight lines that will
have the same angular relations to the graticule of the map
that they have with the earth's ~raticule.h8
8 I b i d., p. 208.
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Based on the Mercator projection, the rhumb line
. (Loxodromic curve), is straight and cuts all meridians at a
constant angle.

It follows then, that since the meridians

on a Mercator chart are parallel, the direction or bearing
of a rhumb line between any twq points on the chart can be
measured with a protractor from the nearest meridian or from
the compass rose at any convenient place on the chart.

The

projection being conformal, directions and angles are correctly represented.

On the other hand, Shallowitz says that a

gieat circle (Orthodromic curve), which represents the shortest distance between. two points on the surface of the earth,
appears as a curved line on a Mercator chart concave toward
the equator.

Exceptions to this are the q r eat circles

represented by the prime meridian and the equator which are
straight lines on this type of projection. 9

When directions

are properly defined as great circle bearings and if correct
direction is shown as a great circle being a straight line
on the map having the proper aZ1muth readings with the
meridians, two types of representations can be shown.

Great

circle arcs between all points may be shown as straight
lines for a limited area.

Secondly, straight great circles

with correct azimuths may be shown for all directions from
one or two points.·

These projections are called azimuthal.

The preservation and the positive and negative deformation of each of these

qualiti~s

should be an integral part

9A. Shalowitz, Shore and Sea Boundaries Vol. 2, (Washington D.C.: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1964), p. 246.
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of a maritime nation's policy formation concerning the
demarcation of its offshore boundaries.

As pointed out, a

straight line on the globe may appear to be curved on certain
projections.

This distortion becomes proportionately greater

as the area covered by the map increases.

Geometrical lines

drawn on flat surfaces may have different properties from
lines through corresponding points on the earth.

For example,

on the Mercator and some other projections, parallels of
latitude are straight lines.

On the earth they are

curv~s.lO

By having a knowledge of projection deformation and manipulation, one could possibly add many square miles of property
which otherwise could be lost to a neighboring nation.
Boundary Delimitation
The determination of the actual construction of the 200mile offshore boundaries and the equidistant (median line)
boundaries are technically complex and politically sensitive.
Usually three types of lines are inVolved in the construction
of offshore boundaries but they vary depending on ,the kinds
of limits required (Figure 4).

The first is the envelope

type which is formed by 200 mile arcs emanating from points
on the nation's shoreline.

The second is an equidistant or

median line boundary between two or more nations on opposite
sides of a water body.

The third boundary type used is the

10S.B. Jones, Boundary Making, (Washington D.C.:
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1945), p. 152.
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lateral boundary.

This is a line of equidistance emanating

from the point on the shoreline where the land boundary of
two adjacent countries ends, seaward till it intersects with
the median line or envelope boundary line.
The techniques of constructing the 2bO-mile envelope
boundary line is a fairly straight forward procedure.

As

described by Pearcy (1959) a boundary can be marked ort a chart
by constructing an envelope of arcs of circles.

Arcs of

circles are swung from every point along the coast in order
to project the outermost limit as far seaward as possible.
In this way every point on the line denoting this limit is
neither more than nor less than 200 miles from the closest
coastal point. 11

The maps made for this study were based. on

the same construction principals.

An ordinary bow compass

was used, a 200-mile radius was set on it corresponding to
the scale in the area to be delimited, and the arcs were
drawn.

The compass arcs were made from the same points on

each map in order to achieve some comparability.

No matter

what the projection is, the arcs are still going to be 200
miles away from the shoreline.

It is the difference in

scale that makes the distance seem to vary.
The envelope boundary is not as suseptibleto distortion
as the equidistant boundaries.

With the equidistant case, a

change in the projection or location will cause a variation

llE.G. Pearcy, Measurement of the u.s. Territorial Sea,
(Washington D.C.: U.S. Department of State, June 29, 1959),
p. 2.
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in the distance of the boundary from the shoreline, regardless of scale.
The boundary line between two countries opposite each
other whose coasts are less than 400 miles apart should be
drawn differently.

According to Hodgson (1975), the boundary

should as a general rule be the median line, every point of
which is equidistant from the baselines of the state concerned.

Unless otherwise agreed between the adjacent states, all

islands should be taken into consideration in drawing the median line .. Likewise, drying rocks and shoals wi thin 200· miles
of only one state should be taken into account, but similar
elevations of undetermined sovereignty, that are within 200
miles of both states, should be disregarded in laying down
the median line. 1 2
Concerning the construction of the lateral boundary
between two adjacent states, Hodgson states that, if not
already fixed otherwise, they should be drawn according to
the principle of equidistance from the respective coastlines. 1 3
These were the methods used in drawing the two equidistant
type boundaries.
The same basic procedure outlined by Hodgson was followed and the same reference points along the coast to draw

l2 R. D. Hodgson, The Technical Delimitation of a Modern
Equidistant Boundary, (Washington D.C.: U.S. Department of
State, 1975), p. 2.
13 Ibid., p. 3.
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either the envelope arc boundary or the equidistant boundaries were used.

The delimitation process was accomplished

with little complication because all special claims were
eliminated.

Some of these special claims that can divert the

boundary from the median line are historic or special navigation and fishing rights.

Circumstances such as these would

add water area to certain countries and change the course of
the boundary line.

Acceptance of such a circumstance involves

much deliberation with the nations
difficult to agree upon.

conc~rned

and at times are

Another method used for obtaining

more national territory is to

declar~

straight baselines.

Basically this would mean a straight line would be drawn
along a country's coast touching at specific points ..

Then

the 200-miie boundary would be drawn from this new straight
line.

This is frequently used by island nations and countries

with a highly irregular coastline.

However these claim have

little bearing on this study and are therefore excluded from
consideration.

What is of considerable importance is that

the areas within the boundaries of each country are treated
and measured in the same way.

The objective is to find out

to what extent territorial water bodies change by using
different projections for the same countries.
How an individual maritime nation uses the projections
can be broken down into different categories depending on
what area, shape, distance and direction would be most
beneficial to a particular marine problem.

Robinson (1969)

says that the notion that one projection is by nature better
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than another has ·insufficient basis in actual fact.

Each

projection is a device to use for a particular purpose, and
some will be good for one purpose and poor for another, but
there is no such thing as a bad projection, there are only
poor choices. 1 4
Maritime Interests
In examining the measurement of area there are various
reasons why a particular nation would want to deviate from
the true global measurement.

Nations near rich fishing

grounds and potential continental shelf resources would want
to maximize their enclosed boundary areas for the obvious
reason of having more exclusive control over these resources.
By having such control, a nation will be able to determine
who has priorities to conduct scientific research and to
exploit the resources.

The larger the territory the more

economic and political advantage may be obtained.
The major reason why shape would be preserved is for
visual reasons.

Conformal projections would give the best

visual interpretation of the globe, with the shapes of the
countries and their boundaries correct.

A distortion in

shape could be used for political leverage.

By making a

country's shape appear larger than. it normally is, a
psychological and perceptual advantage may be gained.

As

Greenhood (1964) explains, the navigator, the engineer, and

14 A. H. Robinson and R.D.Sale, Elements of Cartography
(New York: John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1969), p. 218.
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the military strategist all ask for conformal maps.

The

shape of a country tells them what kind of mobilization and
startegy to plan.

The configuration of neighboring shores

may help decide such developments as port facilities and
' , ,.
15
ot h er s h orevase d actlvltles.
Equidistance or scale is impossible to keep correct
over an entire map.

If a country wants a true equidistant

boundary drawn, it would have to be drawn on the correct
projection and near that section of the projection that
preserves scale.

If the area to be delimited does not fall

on a section of the map that maintains scale, then there
will be an unequal division of area.

For example if a

strait was to be divided between two countries on opposite
sides, a fair division would give both countries equal
jurisdiction over the strait.

An unequal or biased division

would develop if the equidistant boundary was drawn on a part
or a projection'that does not preserve equidistance or scale.
The principle advantage of preserving constant bearing
on maps would be to facilitate navigation.

Boundaries drawn

on maps that preserve constant bearing as a straight line,
such as the Mercator makes Coast Guard protection of the area
easier plus it may prevent accidental trespassing of national
territory.

If the boundaries are drawn ona projection that

distorts constant compass bearing, patrolling of the enclosed

15 0. Greenhood, Mapping (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1964), p. 115.
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area would be hindered by the difficulty of navigation.
According to the particular needs of a nation's 200mile offshore boundary 'area, the correct choice of map
projection is mandatory.

Hodgson asserts that the delimita-

tion commission must seek the map projection which will
maintain, to the greatest degree possible, the aeral and
angular relationships for the particular boundary area to
be delimited. 1 6

16 R. D. Hodgson, The Technical Delimitation of a Modern
Equidistant Boundary, (Washington D.C.: U.S. Department of
State; 1975), pp. 19-20.

CHAPTER IV
CONSTRUCTION AND MEASUREMENT
OF MARITIME BOUNDARIES
This chapter deals with the delimitation of offshore
boundaries and the measurement of various types of distortion.
More specifically the problem of aeral and linear distortion
are discussed and how they effect the accuracy of marine
boundary de I imi ta tion. .
In order to preserve global representation, water bodies
were 'chosen in the polar, mid-latitudinal and equatorial
locations as earlier described.

The selection was based on

ocean orientated countries and areas where maritime boundary
conflicts are more likely to occur.

Such areas are straits,

semi-enclosed seas, large bays and island groups.
The equatorial area is the Insular Southeast Asia area.
The oblique area is

~he

that border bn it.

The northern-most area that had a

Mediterranean Sea and the countries

potential boundary conflict was that of the Bering Strait
between the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.

An area closer to the

poles would have been better, but there was no suitable area
to be included in this study.
In the selection process of locations on the globe the
north-south orientation was of critical importance.
50

In the
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direction parallel to the lines of longitude, a change in the
shape of the graticule and distortion properties occurs.
In terms of the east-west extent, no distinction in location
was made.

As one proceedes east or west along the parallels

of latitude it is evident that the resulting intersecting
lines do not change shape.
As to the choice of projections, the two controlling
factors were their wide application and the availability of
construction information.

The final selection incorporates

a fairly even spread of projections for each of the three
major classes.
The first step in the construction was to draw the
graticule network for each map.

This was done by following

the formulas given by Steers (1927).
Once the projection grids were drawn, the next step was
to draw in the coastline of the countries involved.

This was

done by carefully locating the coordinates for specific
coastal areas, and transfering them onto the projections.
Then the coastline between the located points was carefully
filled in.

An attempt was made to follow the natural outline

of the land forms and water bodies as best as possible.

The

small errors that were introduced into each map should be
similar throughout each study area and each map, so the
comparability of the data was not affected.
The next step' was to draw in the 200-mile envelope and
equidistant boundaries.

Again there is a margin for an
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error, but in most cases i~ was so small that it was
insignificant in the final analysis.

such errors may have

been due to the weight of a pencil line or the instruments
used for measuring the distortions, but in both cases the
effect on the results were rather marginal.
Just as important as the map construction is the
measurement and the gathering of information.

Several

attempts on how to measure deformation are briefly summarized.
M.A. Tissot (1881) in his treatise on map projections
developed a method for analyzing the amount and distribution
·of deformation.

In this he employed a mental construct he

called the indicatrix. 1 7

This involved an infinitely

small circle on the globe, located at the intersection of a
line of longitude and latitude.

When projected onto the plane

this original circle will appear larger or smaller if the
angles have been preserved or as an ellipse it the angles have
not been preserved.

By analysing the geometric changes,

the magnitude of deformation can be calculated.

From this

method, deformational data in area, shape and scalar distance
can be determined.

Unfortunately this method can only

measure deformation at a point.

It cannot give any indication

of deformation relationships between widely spaced points on
a map, and for this reason was not used in this study.
Another alternative was proposed by O.M. Miller.

He

l7A. H. Robinson and R.D. Sale, Elements of Cartography
(New York: John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1969), p. 209.
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covers the globe with a system of twenty spherical triangles,
all equal-angle, equal-area and equal sides being great
circle arcs.

In projecting it, the triangles are maintained.

The resulting pattern provides a method of measuring area and
angle deformation as well as a good visual representation of
s h ape d ilS t or t 'lone 18

It is a good method for comparing

different areas, yet it is not useful in this investigation
because the use of triangles as large as the ones required
would serve no praticable purpose.
Another method is to tabulate the characteristics of the
earth's graticule and use them as a checklist against its
transformed appearance on the map.19

It is this method,

slightly modified, that is used in this project.
For distortion in area, the unit area of each country's
200-mile offshore boundary is measured and compared to global
qualities.
was used.

To do this an OTT Compensating Polar Planimeter
The measurements of this instrument are reasonably

accurate for the purpose in

mind~

The area was measured

three times for increased accuracy and the obtained values
were averaged.

In the case of island nations such as

Indonesia, the total area was first measured and then any
large significant islands were subtracted from the total
value.

The multitude of small islands in the Aleutian chain

l8 H. J. Steward, "Map Projections: Approaches and Themes,"
Journal of Geography Vol. 69, No.7 (October 1970): p. 398.
19 I bid., p. 399.
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or the Indonesian Archipelago were not measured because they
showed no significant readings on the planimeter.

Secondly,

these small islands are also subject to the same type of
distortions as everything else on the map.

Once the values

had been obtained, there was the problem of what to compare
them to.

A certain number of the chosen projections are

equal-area projections.

According to their definition, the

value of area is preserved as it is on the globe.

By

calculating the average area values of the equal-area
projections, a figure representing the global value was
obtained.

The distorted values from the maps were then

compared against the global quality.

In this way the distor-

tion from the true, equal-area value couid be measured.

A

table of the measured values can be found in Appendix I.
The measurement of distortion in shape was perhaps the
most subjective of all types of distortion considered.

There

does not seem to be any way of accurately measuring the
amount of distortion from one map to another.

As far as

shape is concerned, Robinson (1959) states that shape distortion does not appear to be suitable for measurement and
exact expression, at least not at the present.
attempts have been visually.20

The best

As a basis for comparison,

maps that had the property of conformality were used.

Although

20 A. H. Robinson, "The Use of Deformational Data in
Evaluating World Map Projections." The Annals ·of the Association of American Geographers Vol. 41, No.1 (March 1951):
p. 59.
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this method of comparison is not necessarily precise, it is
the only method available at this time.

By comparison it

was possible to select those maps that distorted from the
correct global shape in general terms.

As the shapes

approach the actual configurations, or as the amount of shape
distortion decreased, the ability to rank the maps became
increasingly difficult.
Distance or scale distortion involved measuring the
5 degree lengths of longitude and latitude on each map and
converting it to statute miles.

These figures were then

compared to the true globular lengths between each 5 degrees
of longitude and latitude.

The measured

deviatio~,

plus or

minus, from the true values is a direct mea.surement of the
amount of distance distortion present on the maps.
Since every degree could not be measured on each projection, measurements were made on specific intervals of
degrees longitude on the latitude scale and vice versa.

In

terms of degrees of longitude, the seperation of 5 degrees
measured on the extrbme (top and bottom of the maps) parallels
was used.

In the case where projections have Standard

Parallels, a 5 degree measurement was also included along
each Standard Parallel.

For instance, in the Polar type

projections, excluding the Standard Parallel measurements,
5 degree measurements in degrees longitude on the latitude
scale was taken at 45 0N. and 75 0N.
ment on the longitude scale, the 5

For the latitude measuredegr~e

spread between

S6

4S oN.-SO oN. and 70 0N.-7SoN. were measured.

In the Oblique

,case, 2S oN. and SOoN. were used for the extreme measurements
for the longitudinal spread, and 2S oN.-30 0N. and 4S oN.-SO oN.
were used in the latitudinal measurement.

For the long-

itudinal extreme measurements in the Equatorial case, 0 0 and
ISoN. were used.

The spread between OO-SoN. and 100N.-ISoN~

was used for the latitudinal meas~rement.

In the Equatorial

case, the extremes located in the southern hemisphere were
not used because the results would be identical to those
obtained in the northern hemisphere.

Careful selection of

each point of measurement was necessary in order to encompass
the maximum range of distance distortions.

In the cases of

the Equatorial series, the maximum or minimum value was not
always contained in the measured extremes but elsewhere on
the projection.

It was usually found on the eastern or

western portion of the projection.

These values were also

included in the final ranking of distortions.

The distance

measurements and their deviation from the globular value
are listed in Appendi.x II.

Among all types of distortion,

distance has the least room for error.

Most of the figures

for calculation and comparison came directly from formulas
and known values.

Only a few of the distances on theprojec-

tion were actually measured.
Distortion in direction of deviation from a true bearing
is the final type of deformation to be evaluated in this
study.

The values (Appendix III) were obtained in a similar

fashion than that for distortion in distance, except that
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selected angles were measured and then compared to the true
values.

On each projection three graticules were chosen.

They represented the two extremes of angle deviation and a
median value.

The three measured angles reflects angle

deformation from the maximum to minimun for each projection.
Each study area has its own set of graticules.

In the Polar

area they were thegraticules bounded on the south by 70 0N.
and on the east by 170 0E., on the east by 55 0N. and on the
east by 170 0W., and on the south by 45 0N. and on the east by
145

0W.

The Mid-latitudinal area's graticules were bounded

on the south by 45 0N. and on the east by 100W., and 35 0N., 100E., and 25 0N. - 35 0E.

The Equatorial graticules are also

bounded on the south and east by lOoN. - 140 0E., 5 0N. - IOOoE.
and 0 0

-

1100E.

By the use of trigonometry, the value for

the desired angle could be found.

The southern and eastern

lines of latitude and longitude form two sides of a right
triangle.

If the hypotenuse is drawn, an angle is formed

in the south-western corner of the graticule.

By use of

the tangent trigonometric function, this angle can be found.
On of the properties of the Mercator projection is that
all lines of constant compass bearing are straight lines.
This allows the values for the drawn angles ,on the Mercator
projection to serve as a standard against which values from
other projections can be compared.

The only errors were

introduced in cases where the 5 degree length values could
not be derived from formulas and had to be measured manually.
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Once all distortion values were obtained, the next
step was to put the data into proper perspective through a
system of ranking.

Accordingly, the number 1 was given to a

projection with the least distortion from the global value
and the highest number was a projection that had the most
distortion.

In the case of area distortion, several projec-

tions have the same ranked value of 1.

This is because they

are all equal-area projections which means technically they
should all have identical observed values.

As can be seen

from the data, their values differ only slightly.

In this

case an average value was calculated for all the equal-area
projections.

The other projections were ranked by their

deviation from the average value of the equal-area projections.
The sum of the four ranked values of distortion for each projection was then combined into an index.

A closer analysis

of this da~awil( be the subject of the next chapter.

CHAPTER V
CLASSIFICATION OF PROJECTIONS ACCORDING TO
SUITABILITY FOR MARITIME
BOUNDARY DELIMITATION
The degree of distortion in area, shape, distance and
direction and how it affects maritime boundary delimitation
is determined by a method of comparison.

The method of

analysis is similar to that proposed by Steward (1970).
Briefly, he proposes that the global qualities of the
preservation of area, shape, distance and direction be tabulated and compared against the distorted qualities obtained
from the boundary areas of this study's projections.

This

method of analysing the data was preferred over the other
previously "mentioned methods of distortion analysis because
it can be applied to linear and aeral values.

The other

methods can only determine distortion at an infinitely small
point.
For the purpose of comparison, an index of distortion
has been arbitrarily determined based on the ranking of the
score.

As mentioned in the previous chapter the data, after

comparison against the globular characteristics, .was ranked.
The lower the score given to a projection for a particular
distortion quality, the more appropriate the projection is
59
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for a specific use.

Conversely, the higher the number, the

more distorted the projection tends to be.
When drawing a 200-mile arc envelope boundary on the
high seas, where there is no conflict for territory with a
neighboring country, the choice of projection is less
critical.

The 200-mile arcs, as long as they are drawn to

scale will have a radius of 200 miles.

It is concerning

the two varities of equidistant boundaries that distortion
plays a major role in their delimitation.

As Hodgson (1975)

rightly indicates, "Maps which are to provide precise
measurements of angles, distances and directions as a basis
for an equidistant boundary require conformal projections.
Unfortunately, no one conformal projection will prove
satisfactory for all areas of the earth."21

When determining

a fair equidistant boundary, a conformal projection is best
suited.

If a country intends to take advantage of another

country by drawing a non-equidistant or unfair boundary,
another type of projection might prove desireable.
Table 1 shows the classification of projections for
maritime interests in polar areas.

Conic projections appear

to be the most suitable for this area.

This is reflected in

consistently lower scores as compared to the other categories.
In terms of aeral distortion, there are several projections,
all equal-area types (Azimuthal Equal Area, Albers Equal Area,

21 R. D. Hodgson, The Technical Delimitation of a Modern
Equidistant Boundary, (Washington D.C.: U.S. Department of
State. 1975), p. 20.
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Bonne's, Lambert Equal Area, Sinusoidal, Cylindrical Equal
Area, and Mollweide)
ion.

that will provide the best representat-

The two conformal projections, the Azimuthal Stereo-

graphic and the Mercator, are among the best in preservation
of shape.

As to the preservation of distance, the findings

show that almost every azimuthal and cylindrical projection
is extremely unsuitable for polar regions.

Among the conics,

the Polyconic distorted the least because of its construction.
Each parallel represents a Standard Parallel which has a
correct scale.

It should be pointed out that the Azimuthal

Equidistant has the property of correct distance measurement
from any place on the map to the point of tangency.

This is

an exceptional quality, but in terms of overall measurements
in any direction, it falls short of all other types.

As

expected, the Mercator projection was the best in preserving
constant compass direction.

The Cylindrical Equal Area

distorted direction the most, distorted shape the most and
distorted distance to a large degree.

It seems that its use

is rather limited in the polar area other than for preserving
area.

If area was to be preserved in the polar latitudes, a

choice of an alternate equal-area projection that preserved
other properties would be chosen.
the Conic: Bonne's projection.

A good choice would be

In the Azimuthal group, the

Azimuthal Equal Area appears to be the best qualitied projection for use.

It is the only one of the class that preserves

area and does better than the others in its class in
reducing distortion in shape, direction and distance.

As a

TABLE 1: POLAR STUDY AREA

Index of Distortion
Projection
Area

Shape

Distance

Direction

Total

.Azimuthal
Equal Area

1

4

5

11

21

Stereographic

6

1

10

10

27

Orthographic

5

9

4

12

30

Gnomonic

8

11

13

9

41

Equidistant

7

12

14

13

46

Bonne's

1

7

2

2

12

Conic w/2 STPs

2

3

6

5

16

Polyconic

4

8

1

3

16

Lambert Equa·l Area

1

5

7

6

19

Sinusoidal

1

13

3

4

21

Simple Conic

3

6

9

7

25

Albers Equal Area

1

10

8

9

28

10

2

16

1

29

Mollweide

1

14

11

14

40

Equal Area

1

16

15

16

48

Simple Cylindrical

9

15

12

15

51

Conical

--..

Cylindrical
Mercator
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group, the conical class scored the lowest in overall suitability.

Other than the Bonne's, which did well in all

categories, all the conics did well in preserving area, and
bett~r

than average in the other distortion characteristics.

In the polar study area, except for the Mercator projection,
the cylindrical class did the poorest.

In almost every

category they consistently scored high.
examine the results of the Mercator.

It is interesting to

It scored best in

preserving shape and direction and the worst in preserving
area and dis~ance.

The great distortion of area in the

high latitudes on the Mercator projection explains why it
was equally as poor in distance preservation.

On the globe

the lines of longitude converge at the poles.

To preserve

conformality, the Mercator prevents the lines of longitude
converging by keeping them parallel.

To compensate for this

progressive east-west stretching there is a proportional
north-south elongation of the graticule.

This preserves

shape but as a result greatly distorts area and distance
measurement.
The classification of projections for the mid-latitudinal
study area are shown in Table 2.

Again the conic projections

appear to be the most suitable in reducing
maritime boundary delimitation.

di~tortion

for

The projections that best

reduced area distortion were the equal-areas.

They include

the Albers Equal Area, Bonne's, Lambert Equal Area, Sinusoidal, Cylindrical Equal Area and the Mollweide.

Again the
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Mercator distorted area the most for the same reason as previously stated.

On the other hand, the Mercator is the most

suitable for the preservation of shape in this study area.
This is due to its property of conformality.

~side

from the

Mercator, the entire cylindrical class scored the worst in
this category.

In terms of preserving distance, the conic

projections scored far better than the cylindrical types.
The Polyconic proved to be the most accurate for the same
reason as stated before.

The best choice for maintaining

constant compass direction again is the Mercator.

The

reason for its extreme suitability is because it was
originally developed to preserve constant compass direction
for early navigators.

Other than the Mercator, the cylin-

drical class did the poorest.

The poor showing to the

cylindrical class is because of the nature of their construction.

The cylindrical group are all based on a single line of

tangency along the equator.

The farther away from the

equator, the more distorted the projection usually becomes in
certain areas.

Conversely, the conics have their lines of

tangency or Standard Parallels in the mid-latitudes.

This

allows the lines of tangency to be closer to the study areas
involved and thus less distortion.

'I'he

best projection for

reducing overall distortion in this study area appears to be
the Bonne's.

It did very well in maintaining area, distance

and direction and close to average in shape preservation.
in the polar study, the Cylindrical Equal Area, with the

As

TABLE 2: MID-LATITUDINAL STUDY AREA
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exception of area preservation, proved to be extremely unsuitable.

A choice other than this projection would be the

most profitable in choosing a projection.

There are other

equal-area projections such as the Bonne's that would do a
better job.
The variation in the distortions of projections drawn
·for the Equatorial study area are shown in Table 3 .

. In this

. area, the cylindrical projections prove to be the most suitable in preserving overall distortion.

This is because, as

previously stated, the cylindrical projections are based on
the Equator being the line of tangency.

Because of the

proximity to the Equator, all distortions are minimized.
Consequently, the polar group did the poorest because their
point of tangency, the north pole, is at a maximum distance,
thus encouraging large amounts of distortion.
class falls into the middle of the ranking.

The conical
This too is based

on the proximity of the lines of tangency to the study area.
In general the equal-area projections proved to be those
which did the best in preserving aeral characteristics.
These projections are the Albers Equal Area, Sinusoidal,
Cylindrical Equal Area and the Mollweide.

The three worst

in preserving aeral distortions are the three azimuthal
projections.

In terms of shape distortion, the cylindrical

class again performed very well in preserving it.

This is

due to the study area's proximity to the Equator.

Near the

Equator the graticules on the cylindrical projections come

TABLE 3: EQUATORIAL STUDY AREA

Index of Distortion
Projection
Area

Shape

Distance

Direction

Total

Azimuthal
Orthographic

7

8

8

9

32

Gnomonic

9

4

12

8

33

Stereographic

8

7

11

11

37

Albers Equal Area

1

6

4

5

16

Sinusoidal

1

10

2

3

.16

Conic w/2 STPs

4

5

3

6

18

Polyconic

5

11

1

2

19

Simple Conic

6

12

10

10

38

Mercator

2

1

7

1

11

Simple Cylindrical

3

2

5

4

14

Equal Area

1

3

6

6

17

Mollweide

1

9

9

12

·31

Conical

Cylindrical
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very close to the global network of longitude and latitude.
The best of the cylindrical group is the Mercator because
of its property of conformality.

The Stereographic pro-

jection, because of its property of conformality would be
expected to rank high along with the Mercator.
not true.

This is

Although it preserves shape well in the center

of the map, there is bad shape distortion around the
peri.pher y,

This deformation limits its usefulness in

preserving shape in the equatorial area.

The Polyconic

again is best for the preservation of distance.
true for the same reason as previously mentioned.
worst in reducing
class.

~istance

This is
The

distortion was the azimuthal

This is because these projections are projected

,from a point of tangency instead of a line like the conical
and cylindrical groups.

As a result, these projections are

susceptible to distance distortion.

The cylindrical class

make a good showing in direction distortion.

As usual, the

Mercator proved best for the preservation of constant
compass direction.
This data presents a range of choices from the best to
the worst projections that are relevant to the representation
of the 200-mile offshore boundary.

By examining the

statistics and the constructed maps, it should be possible
to determine the proper projection that is characterized by
the lowest degree of distortion for a particular study area.
Hodgson (1975)

in giving his opinion of the best projections
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to be used in determining a fair equidistant boundary by
~tating

that,

"The Mercator projection charts may be used for the
basic delimitation process in the area from 15 0
south to ISo north of the Equator. Unf o r t una t e Ly , .
in its mathematical development it grossly distorts
distances in the areas poleward of ISo and should not
be used in these regions.
Lambert Conformal
projection maps will be satisfactory for the zones
from 4 0 to approximately 72 0 north and south of the
Equator. Area exaggerations between and near the
Standard Parallels are relatively small, and thus
the Lambert Conformal projection will provide
excellent direction and good shape relationships
for the east-west latitude zone on which it is
developed.
The Stereographic projection is recomended
for polar regions.
Area exaggeration increases
outward from the center and hence the application
of the projection should be restricted to the areas
poleward of 60 0 north and south. The projection
is both conformal and azimuthal."22
Hodgson's opinion in many respects is supportive of the
results that were obtained from my analysis.

For the

equatorial area, he chose the Mercator, a cylindrical
projection.

These results here show that the best overall

projection in the equatorial study area is the Mercator.

In

the total ranking, the Mercator revealed the lowest value.
As to the Lambert Conformal in the mid-latitudinal
study area, this study showed different results.

The Lambert

Conformal, as a conical projection, revealed the best
qualities for this area, but the Bonne's projection is
equally as good.

Except for its ranking in shape, which is

highly sUbjective in the first place, there is little

22

.
Ibld., pp. 21-22.
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difference between the two.
In the polar study area, Hodgson preferred the Azimuthal
Stereographic projection because of its conformal properties
and it is "azimuthal.

Although the results show that a conic

projection would be a better overall projection, this
study's ranked data has no way of evaluating the importance
of being azimuthal.

The property of being azimuthal is limited

only to this type of projection.

When examining the Azimuthal

projections as a group, the Stereographic was found to be
rated among the best.
It is becoming evident from the data that the point or
line of tangency of each class of projections plays a
major role in determining its suitability.

The equatorial

study area is centered upon the line of tangency of the
cylindrical projections, the Equator.

Boundaries drawn

near the Equator will receive minimal amounts of distortion
because along the line of tangency, the distortive qualities
are the closest to globular.
The conical class reduced distortion most effectively
in the mid-latitudinal study area.

This is because of the

placement of the line or lines of tangency, Standard
Parallels.

The placement of the Standard Parallels is

arbitrary but usually they are placed near the areas to be
delimited, reducing minimal distortions.
In the polar study area this study showed the conical
class to be the best.

If the study area were located over

71
the pole, the Azimuthal class would have proven superior.
The reason for the success of the conical class was that the
study area was located between the latitudes of 4S oN. and
7S oN.

Although it is near the polar area, the study area can

also be conSidered to be an oblique one too.

Since the coni-

cals did so well in-the mid-latitudinal (oblique) study area,
it is not surprising then to see the conics the most
su L'tab Le in the polar study area as well.
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ABSTRACT

Tra di tiona ~ ly ,

there has been a narrow band of ocean contiguous

to a states land mass known as the Territorial Sea over which the
state has complete sovereignty.

Atter Orotius published a brief

treatise entitled Mare Liberum in 1609 in which he outlined the concept of freedom of the seas, customary international law came to
recognize three miles as the breadth of the territorial sea.
At the 1958 Geneva Conferences on the Law of the Sea the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Lone was signed,
It failed, however, to specify the breadth of the territorial sea
ana was extremely ambiguous in establishing a method for determining
baselines.

As a result, states have made numerous claims based on

varying circumstances, the most important of which are the geographic
characteristics, its economic dependence upon the sea, the need for
military security and its political motivations.
Indonesia has made a special claim to territorial seas called
the "archipelago theory" of delimitation of territorial waters.

It

advocates drawing straight baselines around the outermost islands
thus forming a perimeter, the areas inside of which are claimed as
internal seas over which Indonesia claims sovereignty.
Justification for such a claim was based on geographic circumstances, historic rights, economic dependence upon the sea, and the
need for military security.

In analyzing these various factors one

can easily appreciate Indonesia's reasons for the claim based upon
ii

her unique position.

On the other hand limiting use of the large

expanses of ocean involved would seriously restrict world intercourse.
Based on existing international law there appears to be no legal
basis for such an extensive claim as that made by Indonesia.

Given

prior precedent and evidences of the law, however, there does appear
to be legal justification for enclosing certain groups or islands as
a unit.

Principles for the delimitation of territorial seas which

take into consideration historical, geographical, political, economic,
and military factors appear to offer up the best approach to the problem.

The varying circumstances of the many states tend to mitigate

against a uniform and universal rule as a practical solution.

iii

l'REFACE

And I saw a new heaven and a new earth;
for the first heaven and the first
earth were passed away; and there was
no more sea.
New Testament: ReY-elation 2111
My personal reasons for undertaking the study of Indonesia's
territorial water's claim are two-fold.

First, the claim is an

intriguing and unique one that presents a challenge that requires
exploration to understand its explanation.

And second, this is a

strategic part of the world apt to grow in importance in the next
decade.

Moreover, the Indian Ocean, her western water kin, is a

formidable area for world interaction--especially with the anticipated power vacuum and the rush to
~ith

fil~

it.

the interest being displayed in the ocean and the envision-

ed riches lying therein, States are rushing to make varying claims to
numerous sovereign rights with respect to this body of water.

Although

not supported by international law many of these claims have been defended by successfully challenging would-be intruders on these claimed
sovereign rights.

Given these circumstances it is conceivable that

future incidents could lead to serious conflict and perhaps even to
the use of armed force.
The Marine Corps has played a role in this part of the world for
the past

35 years or more and will most likely continue to be on the

scene in the forseeable future.

Marines, as part of the naval service

and an amphibious force, could be employed in this area should conf~ict
result.

Thus it is, as a student of Marine Affairs this study affords
iv

me the opportunity to explore further some of the many problems ot
the ocean and as a Marine Corps Career Officer it complements my
background by familiarizing me with a strategic part of the world.
The exigencies of time preclude exhaustive research on this
topic.

In practically every discipline, however, the stochastic

sy.stem of statistical sampling is widely accepted for drawing valid
conclusions and making decisions.

It is on this premise, that this

paper has sampled those factors relevant to the issues and drawn
conclusions fram these samples.
are

real~y

Moreover, it has been said that there

no new scientific discoveries as such, but that all new

inventions are simply an assimilation and organization of bits of
already known information such that they construct a concept which
heretofore had not been put forth.
works.

There is

essential~y

revolutionary idea.

So perhaps it is with written

nothing written that is new or a

And even i f it were it is doubtful that it would

be first accepted without being repeated many times and in various
forms to really be digested and jUdged relevant and practical.
I wish to express special appreciation for the advice and assistance
of Dr. Lewis M. Alexander.

The assistance of Miss Dee

~ard

hours of typing, editing and copying is greatly appreciated.
final~y,

for many
And

a good many of the issues in this paper derive fram the

opinions of the researcher drawn from experience and study over the
years.

Acknowledgment, therefore, is extended to those who have con-

tributed to the moulding of these thoughts.
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majority, are envisioned as being within the surrounding waters.
To the politician it is a Southeast Asian plum occupying the
spotlight in the struggle for influence within the area; a region
that controls the spigots between the Indian and Pacific Oceans and
forms a stepping atone between the continents of Australia and Asia.
To the publicist, and

especial~y

one who deals with the Law of

the Sea, it is an area that gives rise to legal

quest~ons

and inter-

national disputes which occupy his thoughts and exercise his wits
in trying to conaummate a satisfactory and practical solution to
the problam.
But more importantly, and most probably the least considered, to
the Indonesian it is home.

It is a place of hope and aspiration, a

place in which he will live and die and except for the very few it
is the only part of the world he will ever see.

To him his interests

are national and what is good for Indonesia is his primary concern.

He is probably given to distrust powerful countries because or the
memory still lingering from the long period of colonialism from which
he has recently been liberated.

His map places Indonesia in the

center and relegates all others to a secondary place on the periphery.
Purpose of the jtudy
This study will examine a particular aspect of the territorial
seas question.

The purpose is to explore and

ana~ze

the "archipelago

theory" which advocates the drawing of base~ines around groups of
islands forming a perimeter inside of which the waters are claimed
as internal seas.

Th1s~paper

will not get embroiled in the dispute
2
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over the breadth of the territorial sea which has received more than
adequate analysis in the past few years.

Rather, the purpose is to

examine the uniqueness of the method of drawing the

base~ine,.

It

will discuss Indonesia's claim to territorial waters and attempt to
assess its legal aspect in terms of international law.

An examination

will be made in relation to the economic, political, and military
factors.

From an analysis it will attempt to develop some general

and valid principles for determining methods for delimiting the
territorial seas of similiar countries or regions under varying
circumstances.
Organization of the

~tuqy

The approach that this study will take is to define the problem,
through a methodical examination of the different factors, in order
that the complexities and nuances may be understood.
has introduced the subject.

The

~econd

This Ohapter

Chapter will be

setting forth a more detailed definition of the problem.

devo~ed

to

Next will be

a geographic orientation of the area, which may appear to be extensive
for a paper such as this.

It is necessary, however, to describe the

entire island area, water area, and its people and their

~ivelihood

and to analyze its economic and habitable features in order to determine
its dependence on the sea and the sea's capability to contribute to
its future development.

Chapter Four will attempt to assess the legal

aspects of the claim based on the principles of international law.
The following two chapters will analyze the claim by considering the
factors of political necessity, economic dependence, and military

4

security.

Additionally, any facets of

to these factors will be highlighted.

interna~ional

law relating

And finally, an integrated

analysis will be made, hopefully resulting in same valia principles
which may be useful in solving problems of this nature that may arise
in the future.
An Introduction to the Problem
Although the 1958 Geneva Conventions on the Law of the

~ea

reached a milestone in the codification of international law with
regards to the sea it failed to stem the tide of controversy to
varying claims.
Two aspects
of their

One such dispute concerns the territorial sea.

general~y

base~ines

torial sea.

l

contributing to this dispute are the delimitation

and outer boundaries, and the breadth of the terri-

As a result, States have made numerous claims based on

varying circumstances, the most important of which are the geographic
characteristics, its economic dependence upon the sea, the need for
military security and its political motivations.

Indonesia has made a

special claim to territorial seas called the "Archipelago Theory" of
delimitation of territorial waters.
Briefly, this theory, which will be discussed in greater detail
later in the paper, advocates drawing straight baselines around the
outermost islands thus forming a perimeter, the areas inside of which
are claimed as internal seas. * In keeping

wit~

current practice

a

12 mile territorial sea breadth was established seaward from this
baseline perimeter.

Since the breadth of the territorial sea has

*For a definition of internal seas, see p.9. Also see Figure 2.

been

wide~

debated and is not a peculiar problem to archipelagos,

this facet of territorial waters will not be discussed.

It is the

method of baseline construction in the delimitation of the inter nal
waters that is peculiar to the theme and it is on this problem that
this paper will dwell.
Limitations of the

~tudy

A basic limitation of the study, as is probably
study, is the inability of the researcher to be
free of some pre-conceived opinions.
of a culture, a way of
a certain State.

~ife,

t~ue

with any

camplete~

objective,

These result from being a part

and a system which promotes loyalty to

Of course this happens in all cultures.

It awaits

the diplomat in negotiations to attempt to strip away these prejudices
and came to an agreement based on the concept of what is good for
mankind and not just good for a kind of man. Moreover, as a layman,
the legal assessment may not coincide with the views of expert witnesses of international law.

Every effort has been made, however, to

re~

on the opinions of text writers and prior Court decisions as evidences
clt~l~.

Of necessity, the question of the bi-polar world--eammun1st vs
Non-Communist--will be highlighted.

The reasoning for this jUdgment

is that it is a part of the real world and cannot be ignored when
matters of a political or military nature are considered.
foreseeable future differing political

vie~s

are

like~

And in the

to adhere •

• gain it is at the conference table where these matters are to be
compromised.

7

This researcher, leading with the above caveat, has tried to
make an objective study setting aside as many of the prejudices and
pre-conceived opinions as possible.
Assumptions Underlying the Study
From the researcher's viewpoint it is assumed that the claim was
based upon a fundamental conceived necessity and not from the viewpoint of political blackmail.

As a relatively new Asian Nation born

out of 601onialism it is assumed that Indonesia is as eager to accept
the responsibilities as she is willing to receive the rights that
international law confers on her.

And

final~,

it is assumed that the

claimant is genuinely interested in seeking world peace and developing a better world community.
A Few Definitions
Baseline--A term used in the

internationa~

indicate the reference line from which the outer

law of the sea to
~imits

of the

(territorial) sea and other offshore zones are measured; the divid2
ing line between inland waters and the (territorial) sea.
Normal Baseline--The line following the sinuosities of the low
water mark, except where indentations are encountered that fall within
the category of true bays, when the baseline becomes a straight line
between headlands.)
Straight

Base~ines--A

system of straight lines drawn along a

coast between salient points--without following the sinuosities of
the low-water mark--from which the territorial sea is measured.
system is permissible where certain geographic situations obtain.

8

The

4

Territorial Sea--The water area bordering a nation over which
it has exclusive jurisdiction, except for the right of innocent
passage of foreign vessels. 5 This water area is measured from the
applicable baseline outward to a distance not clearly established
by international law.
Internal waters--The waters of a country, both

tiaa~

and non-

tidal, that lie landward of the (territorial) sea ••• over which the
6
nation· exercises complete sovereignty.
Internal

~ea--The

water area enclosed by drawing a baseline around

a group of islands thus forming a perimeter inside of which is contained a unity of land and water, over which the
complete sovereignty, except where the

~tate

~tate

exercises

declares an exception. *

Territorial waters--Includes the territorial sea, internal
waters, and the internal seas of a country by drawing a baseline
around the perimeter of its land and water areas.

*This

Internal ~ea and Territorial waters concept is based on
the Indonesian claim. ~ee Appendix II for a detailed discussion.

9

CHAPTER II
DEFINITION uF THE PROBLEM
It is an old adage that there is
nothing worse than the sea to confound a man, be he ever so strong.
Homer, Odyssey
Territorial Sea and Problem
In analyzing the problems attendant to the many disputes regarding the territorial sea it is perhaps wise to review pertinent
parts of the document that has generated a good deal of the controversy.

This is the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Conti-

guous Zone adopted in 1958 by the United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea in Geneva.
the Law of the

~ea

1

The delegates to the 1958 Conference on

desperately tried to establish a universal limit

to the breadth of the territorial sea.

Compromise was beyond question

and the Convention limits the territorial sea by stating:
The outer limit of the territorial sea is the line
every point of which is at a distance from the nearest
point of th! baseline equal to the breadth of the territorial sea.
It is evident that such a refinement on measuring the limits of the
territorial sea would leave everyone to their own interpretation as
to just what the breadth of the territorial sea should be.

It is like

answering the question of, "how high is up?", by saying that it is
two times half the distance.
Naturally, since the breadth of the territorial sea is measured
from a baseline it is a foregone conclusion that the question of what
10

constitutes a baseline must be answered.

Again J the Convention was

able to draft a great deal of ambiguity in its wording.

In regards

to baselines the Convention states:
Except where otherwise provided in these articles.
the normal ba6e~ines for measuring the breadth of the
territorial sea is the low water ~ine along the coast •••
(or) in localities where the coastline is deeply indented
and cut into. or if there is a fringe of islands along
the coast in its immediate vicinity. the method of strait
baselines joining appropriate points may be employed•••
(or) where the method of strait baselines is applicable •••
••• account may be taken. in determining particular baselines.
of economic interests peculiar to the region concerned J the
rea~ity and t~e importance of which are clearly evidenced by
a long usage.
Thus it appears that the Convention tried to establish some latitude
for determining baselines based upon the varying conditions of
different

~tates.

In the furtherance of this precept the Convention

specifically took islands into consideration by stating:
An island is a naturaliy formed area of land.
surrounded by water •••• and the territorial sea of
an island is measured in apcordance with the provisions of these articles. 4
Since each island has its own territorial sea. in the case of a group
of islands--an archipelago--belonging to one

~tate

it can be frag-

mented by having areas of the high seas in and around its land
territor,y.
Underlying the many disputes on determining the territorial sea
is the idea of sovereignty.

~overeignty

gives a State the right to

exercise supreme law-creating and law-enforcing authority within its
sovereign territory and it is free to manage this territory according
to its discretion.'

The Convention establishes sovereignty over the

territorial sea by stating:
11

The sovereignty of a ~tate extends, beyond its
land territory and its internal waters, to a belt of
sea gdjacent to its coast, described as the territorial
sea.
It is only natural that a State would wish to exercise sovereignty
over that territory which in its estimation is vital to its interests
be it economic, political or military security.

In this regard, the

thesis has been advanced that each nation is free to determine the
limit of its territorial waters because that nation alone is in a
position to determine its national interests. 7
Intrinsic to the problem of determining the limits of territorial
waters is the idea of freedom of the seas.

whereas there is no freedom

of the seas in internal waters, freedom of the seas in the territorial
sea is limited to the right of innocent passage.

The 1958 Convention

attempted to clearly indicate that innocent passage was a right enjoyed
by ships of all nations.

It did, however, outline general prudent

rules to be followed by the transiting ships and gave the State broad
latitude in preventing passage by regarding passage as innocent "so
long as it is not prejudicial to the peace, good order, or security
8
of the Coastal Statelt.
It is evident that Itprejudicial to good order"
can limit innocent passage to the will of the State.
However much the 1958 Geneva Conventions on the Law of the

~ea

accomplished, the breadth of the territorial sea defied solution and
again in a 1960 Conference the matter could not be settled.
the determination of a

~tate's

Thus

territorial sea is a debated subJect or

controversy that has defied solution aespite the efforts of three

12

CHAPTER III
GEOGRAPHIC

ORI~TATIUN

Ay, many flowering islands lie
In the waters of wide Agony.
Shelley, ~ines written Among
the Fuganean.
Tilli lAND AND IT;:> ENv'IRONKl!;NT

Area Description
Indonesia is the world's largest archipelago extending across

.

the equator from longitude 95 degrees to 125 degrees, and fram
latitude 6 degrees North to 10 degrees South.

1

Sprawled along the

equator for over 3,000 miles it forms a series of water-gates between
the Pacific and Indian Oceans and a bridge linking the Asian mainland to the northern tip of Australia.

Stretching for more than

1200 miles north and south it connects Australia to the Philippines
2
Within this archipelago
by another series of island stepping stones.
are 13,677 islands, of which 6,044 are inhabited.

3

There are a few

of the islands that are as large as same U. S. western states, but
hundreds no larger than a farm in New England and same are merely mud
flats.

The largest are Sumatra and Java, forming the first two step-

ping stones off the mainland of Southeast Asia.

west Irian occupies

the western portion of New Guinea; Kalimantan the southern portion of
Borneo; and Sulawesi lies directly south of ,the Philippines.

Indonesia

is a very big country comprising a surface area of same 737,000 square
miles.

It is the third largest Asian country after Communist China

16

ana India and among the thirteen largest countries in the world being
twice the size of Alaska and nearly eight times that of the United
Kingdom.

with its inland seas

inc~uded,

it covers nearly

4 million

square miles--an area greater than the land surface of either China
or the United States--thus making the Indonesian archipelago the largest

4
island complex in the world.

with 19,184 nautical miles of coast-

line she ranks third behind Russia and Australia.
Indonesia is also regarded as one of the most regionally fragmented of nations.

In the Archipelago twelve major regions may be

identified by equating them with major population centers, the most
important being Central and East Java.

The other eleven are, from

west to east: Atjeh, Tapanuli, East Sumatra, Minanghaban and Palembang in 5umatra;

~unda

Bandjar in Joutheast

in

~est

Java; west Kalimantan (Borneo) and

~alimantan;

ciugis-Makassar area (South Sular-

vesi or Celebes), Minhasa in Northeast Sulawesi; and Ambon in South

--

j

haluku (Moluccas).

*

Physical Characteristics
Indonesia's topography is one of marked contrasts.

The most

extensive mountain system extends from norther n Sumatra near its
west coast and curves eastward across souther n Java.

The section in

Sumatra known as the 3arisan mountains rises to 12,461 feet at Mount

*There

are actually eighteen population centers in the Archipelago. Among the remaining six, oali and Madura have been closely
identified with Central ano East Java. Lombok, East ~umbawa and
~ast Flores never played significant roles in the history of the
Archipelago. Ternate ana Tidal's in Northern Malllku, although historically significant, are very small ana have lost much of their
importance. See Nawawi, IIStagnation as a Basis of !{egionalism: A
Lesson from Indonesia", Asian ':>llrvey, JJecember, 1769, p. 935
17

6
Kerintji, south of Pedang.

Java and Lombok both have volcanic cones

which rise to 12,061 and 12,224 feet respectively.

Broad plains lie

east of the Barisan 110untains in Sumatra, north of the volcanic mountains in Java, and in several parts of Kalimantan.
the Sumatra lowland are useless

sw~nps

its southern and western coasts with a

and

Huge tracts of

~alimantan

sL~ilar

is fringed on

swamp-belt witn its

interior non-volcanic ranges rising to about 6,000 feet.

~est

Irian

is predominately low and swampy; however, there are peaks rising to
above 16,000 feet.

Sulawesi rises to several thousand feet within

a few miles of its coast and Mount Rantemario, in the center is 11,000
feet.

Elsewhere, most level land is found on coastal fringes of

mountainous islands. Java's mountains, however, are separated by wide
valleys and broad alluvial plains, and there is only a narrow swamp7
belt along the coast.
Since the Indonesian islands are characterized by rugged mountains
along their western margins they Ii tera.lly h8.ve their "backs" to the
Indian Ocean.

~ith out

exception, the southern chain of the lnaonesian

islands, from Sumat r a through Java ano eastwards to Timor,

al~

have

rugged, inhospitable southern coasts while all major ports ana coastal
8
set~lements lie on the north.
Climate and Vegetation
The area is classified as a tropical environment and the greater
part of Indonesia a s maritime equa t or i al , with consistently high
temperatures and heavy ralnfall aT. al.L seasons.

Temperat,ure is

relatively constant throughout the year, the entire region hardly

18

9

varying beyond 10 degrees of 90 degrees Fahrenheit.

If Indonesia

did not have a great variation in elevation, its climate would be
uniformly oppressive because of its equatorial location and consequently high temperatures.

The heat and humidity of the coastal

areas gives way to more moderate temperatures as the altitude rises
to breathtaking heights.

Although Irian is predominantly low and

swampy, as is Kalimantan, there are mountains that are snow-covered

W
throughout the year.
From June to October the area is under the influence of the
south-east monsoon originating from Australia and changing direction
over Indonesia to become the south-west monsoon.
rain and is known as the dry season.

It brings little

The north-east monsoon origin-

ating from the South China Sea and Western Pacific becomes westerly
upon crossing the equator and is known as the rainy season.

Although

rainfall is varied in amount and regularity from island to island
it is extremely high averaging from b8.) inches to 126 inches per
11
year.
Although in the lowlands there are numerous tidal swamps, tropical
evergreen rainforesta are prevalent.

Sumatra and Kalimantan have same

of the most richly developed

evergreen rainforests in all

of

~outheast

Asia.

tropica~

The trees range from 100-180 feet or more, and

present a dense intertwined canopy which is crowded with a profusion
of climbing plants and undergrowth.

Generally, as altitudes increase

and yearly rainfalls decrease the vegetation turns to a less thickly
scattered and generally larger and harder wood.
cover the mountain tops.

Bushwood and shrubs

The sandalwood tree and bamboo are extremely
19

12
important to the area.
THE WA Tb.R ANlJ IT;:) CHAriACTf!.iilS'.i. ICS

Area Description
Indonesia's straight baseline methoa of determining her territorial sea would cause over 3 million square miles of ocean to be
classed as internal waters.
some fifteen straits.

Lying entirely within these waters are

Two additional important straits lie partly

within her territorial sea and separate Indonesian land areas fram
other sovereigns---the Strait of Malacca between Sumatra and west
13
Malaysia and the Ombai Strait between Alor and Portuguese Timor.
Wholly within this water area lie two great seas of the world, the
Java between Kalimantan (South Borneo) and Java in the west and in
the east the Banda Sea surrounded by the Lesser ;:lundas,
(Celebes) and the small islands of Buru and Ceram.

~ulawesi

North of the

Banda .:lea lie the smaller Ceram and MolJ.uca .:::ieas rimmed by west Irian
(wes t

l~ew

Guinea), northern Su.Lavesa ana xepul.auan Talaud just south

of the Philippine Islands.

The claim encompasses parts of the con-

tinental shelf of the Celebes

~ea

along the northern coast of Sulawesi

and the northeastern coast of

~allinantan.

The area also encompasses

the southern portion of the South China .:::iea rllruned by Kalimantan
(Borneo) to the east, the small islanas of Natuna Besar and Depulauan
and Anambas to the north and the Bintan Island lying off the Coast of
Singapore and West Malaysia.

Two lesser seas, the Bali and Flores,

form the waterway connecting the Java and Banda

,

~eas.

*

"See map of "Southeast Asia" prepared by the National Geographic
Society for !he National Geographic Magazine, (washington: Cartographic
Division, December, 1968)
20

Continental Shelf
The Sunda shelf, which has been described as the core of Southeast Asia forms the geological link between the mainland and the
offshore islands of Indonesia.

It is the largest continental shelf

in the world, with a mean sea depth of

on~y

120 feet.

Not

o~y

does

a part of this shelf located in the South China Sea fall within
Indoneaia1s internal waters, but the greatest portions

fal~

within

the Java Sea which is more than 800 miles from west to east and has a
breadth of 250 miles.

To the east is another great physical unit,

the Sahul shelf, the northern extension of the Australian continental
mass, which includes New Guinea south of its central east-west mountain
range.

In between these two shelves lies a complex of arcs and knots

enclosing some twenty deep sea basins, which together form a mediterranean sea between the Asian and Australian continental blocs similiar
to the one between Europe and Africa.

14*

Currents and Tides
The currents along the entire length of the west coast of Sumatra
are

general~y

weak, their velocity not exceeding one-half to three-

quarters of a mile per hour.

The currents are very rapid in the

narrow channels between the Lesser Sunda Islands.

In the Strait of

Sunda, between Sumatra and Java, they attain a velocity of three and
15
a half miles per hour.
*Also see, "Map of the Pacific ucean Floor" prepared by the
National Geographic Society for The National Geographic Magazine,
October, 1969.
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~urface

currents in the Sunda Sea are westward for eight months,

September through May, and are reversed during the remaining months.
They range from one to 15 nautical miles per day.

The tidal currents

range from a maximum of 5 feet at the south entrance of the Bangka
Strait to 7 feet in the Sunda Strait.

1/5 to 3 feet.

~urface

Tidal range in the

~ea

is from

currents in the Banda Sea are generally in an

easterly direction fram December through May and shifting to a westerly direction the remainder of the year.
25

nautica~

miles per day.

They range from one to

The maximum tidal currents are between

7.9 and 9.3 knots in the

~traits

range in the South Banda

~ea

through the Sula Islands.

is 6 feet.

The tidal

In the Molucca Sea, from

November through May, a surface current of 10 nautical miles per day
flows southwestward along its eastern margin.
the

~ea

In the west half of

the current flows in the opposite direction at 10-12 nautical

miles per day.

The north half of the sea has east-southeast directed
16
currents at 15-25 miles per day. Tida~ range amounts to 5 feet.
TH~ ~EO~LE

AND THEIR

~IVELIHOOD

Population
With a 1969 estimated population of some 118 million people,
Indonesia is the fifth most populous nation in the world.

According

to the 1961 census, the annual average rate of growth of population
between 1951 and 1961 was estimated at 2.2 percent.

The population

is heavily concentrated in Java, making that island one of the most
densely peopled areas in the world with a 1967 estimate of 72,600,000
or 650 persons per square mile.

The
22

e~remes

of density are

represented by some parts of Java where densities exceed 2500 per
square mile and parts of Kalimantan where densities arop below onethousandth of this figure.

The problem of transmigration is one of

Indonesia's top priorities and the overpopulation of Java was to
have been dealt with in 1965 by a large-scale scheme which aimed at
resettling approximately 500,000 persons.
months of 1965

on~y

However, in the first six

27,168 people had been resettled.

17

Agriculture
About

80%

of Indonesian workers are engaged in agriculture and

contribute at least
mately 42

mil~ion

51%

Approxi-

acres or only 7.4% of the total land area, are

under cultivation, with
export crops.

of the country's national income.

35% to 40% of the cultivated land devoted to

Three-fifths of the cultivated land is in Java.

There

are two main types of farming -- estate farming and small holdings.
Estate farming is carried out on plantations producing
export.

pr1mari~y

for

The principal crops are rubber, sugar, palm-Oil, tea, palm-

kernels, coffee ana tobacco.
cimall holders agriculture is

usual~y

carried out at subsistence

level and both food crops and commercial crops are grown on small
hOldings.

The main food crops are rice, corn, cassava and sweet

potatoes.

About 20% of the small farmer's crops, the principal ones

being rUbber, copra and sugar, are cash crops for export.
Indonesia's forests could be very promising.

There are estimated

to be 240 million acres of forests or two-thirds of the land area of

23

Indonesia.

~eventy

four percent of the forests are in Kalimantan

and eastern Indonesia, 24% in Sumatra and

~

in Java and

~adura.

Indonesian timber can bring a considerable addition to the country's
income, provide jobs and encourage people to move from over-crowded

18
Java.
Java and Bali are blessed with rich volcanic soil but the other
19
islands, on the whole, have less fertile soil.
Torrential rainfalls that occur during the monsoon season wash away old soil and
expose an even richer volcanic ash and dirt which is fertile almost
20

beyond belief.
Living and Natural Resources
Just as this region is the world's richest in plant species,

60

the waters around and between the islands of the archipelago harbor
21
more edible species of fish than anywhere else on earth.
The
inland seas contain some of the best fisheries in the world.

It is

estimated that 7 million tons per year could be taken from the
22

surrounding waters without depleting the resources.
The archipelago possesses vast natural resources which promise
well for future development.

Indonesia is the chief petroleum pro-

ducer of the monsoon region and ranks ninth among world oil producers
even though no more than three percent of the exploitable area has
been intensively surveyed.

The Sunda shelf probably is one of the

largest off-shore petroleum reserves in the world.

Foreign companies

are rushing to the area in great numbers for the purpose of explor-

23
ation.

Already there are seven producing wells in the Java

24

~ea

area.

- - - - - - - - - -

And oil production increased about ten percent per annum during the
period 1960-1967.

There is reason to believe that other minerals, as

well, exist in the surrounaing waters.
On land, there are valuable deposits of tin, reasonable iron ore

deposits, significant quantities of bauxite, and an unassessed range
of minerals including gold, silver, copper, nickel, lead, zinc,manga-

24
nese, salt, sulpher, and phospate.
InSULar ano 0cean industry
Indonesian inaustry is in its infancy with small-scale industry
such as hand-maae umbrellas, sarongs ana cloved ciEarettes dominating.
OnLy about five percent of gainfulLy employed persons worK in industrial
plants with ten or more workers.

0il and bauxite output, and to a

lesser extent, nicKel, gold and silver are the prevalent mining
industries.

Coal and manganese mining, a particularly important sector

previously, has been declining for the past two years.

25

Fish is the chief source of animal protein in the Indonesian
diet.

Sea

fishing is practiced for the most part in primitive sail-

ing vessels and small motor boats.

Production has been steadily

26
increasing, however; in 1967 it was 638,000 tons
in 1969.

n

The surrounding waters are one of the great fishing areas

of the world and the fisning industry is capable of
development.

and 762,000 tons

large-~cale

Vue to primitive methods in tne industry, however, the

fishermen still remain in

pov~rty.

25

Offshore oil ana gas product.ion, especialLy on the ':'unda shelf,
coulo become one of' the best inaustries in the future.

25
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A Modest Summation
Indonesia is a big country but fragmented, not only culturally
and ethnicalLy, but more important geographically.

The many islands,

some of which are ciivia.eci by hundreas of miles of open sea, present
a formidable probleffi in

co~~unications,

bution of gooa.s and services.

transportation and distri-

Of the land area many square miles of

the surface are extremely poor and unsuited for agriculture.

Rough

volcanic mountain terrain prevails on a number of islands and the
mountain chain along the Indian Ocean interface virtually eliminates
an ocean economy from the western siae of the Sunda Islands.
On the other hand the seas around the islands have potential.
The continental shelf is one of the most extensive in the world and
could provide Indonesia with enormous

wealth.

Unity of the country

may very well hinge on the ability to transcend the great water barriers
to unite the country as one-state, one-territory and one-area, enclosed by a single boundary.
The waters in ana around the many lana areas may permit bridging ana tunneling to connect tne se surface entities as a continuous
economic moaule.

It is now technicalLy feasible to build bridges

across wide, deep waterways.

As an

exa~ple,

a design stUdy confirmed

this concerning tte Strait of Gibraltar which is about eight miles
wide and as much as 2,800 feet deep.

Currents are sometimes faster

'
.
'
h ave b een rec or d e d • 29
ana "anas
up to 60 Knots
t 'nan 1~.~ ve Knots

l'l ore-

over, the U. S. has linked the Florida keys with a series of spectacular
bridges and spanned the Chesepeake Bay for a distance of 17 miles using

27

a combination of bridges and tunnels.

Of course this is an ex-

ceedingly optimistic outlook based on Indonesia's financial position,
Gross National Product, and low standard of living.
very well within the realm of possibility.

28

It is, however,

CHAPTER IV
ASSESSM]!;NT OF THE LEGAL ASPECTo OF THE CLAIM

Tis not juggling that is to be blamed,
but much juggling, for the world cannot
be governed without it.
John Selden, Table-Talk: Juggling
A Basis for the Claim
In assessing the right to the decreed method of the delimitation
of internal waters the Indonesian government in an explanatory memorandum* stated, inter alia,
(1)

that the main objection of the traditional method of deter-

mining the territorial sea, whereby each island had its own territorial
sea, was that it did not take into consideration the specific nature
of Indonesia as an archipelago,
(2)

that according to history, since time immemorial, the In-

donesian Archipelago has been a unity, and that the seas between the
islands are an inseparable part of the country, and that
(3)

for economic reasons the Indonesian people require fish to

supplement their diet, and the natural resources in the form of
minerals for the welfare of the Indonesian people, and therefore, it
is necessary to utilize and keep in reserve the potential resources
in the sea.
Drawing the Baselines
The 1958 Convention on the Territorial

~ea

and the Contiguous

*For the precise language and explanation by the Indonesian
Government, see Appendix I.
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Zone established two methods for determining

~he

baseline for

measuring the breadth of the territorial sea.

First, and the most

widely accepted is the normal baseline method.

In this instance,

the baseline is lithe low-water line along the coast as marked. on
large-scale charts officially recognized by the coastal state.'t
Secondly, straight baselines may be used, contingent upon the following conditions:
(1)

~here

the coastline is deeply indented and cut into, or

if there is a fringe of islands along the coast in its immediate
vicinity,"
(2)

"they must not depart to any appreciable extent from the

general direction of the coast, and the sea areas lying within the
lines must be sufficiently closely linked to the land domain to be
subject to the regime of internal waters. II
In specifying the above criteria, however, the Convention

stated that "economic interests peculiar to the region concerned, II
may be taken into consideration, if they are IIcl early evidenced by
1

a long usage."
It is this last method of drawing baselines that leads to
multiple interpretations and generates conflicts ana disputes among
the many diverse interests of nations.

This has probably resulted

from prior decisions of International Courts and the opinions of
expert witnesses being influenced significantly by the varied
characteristics of the coastal state.

It is these prior decisions

and documented opinions that will now be examined.

30

results in a boundary dispute.

This is so since Indonesia claims

sovereignty over areas heretofore regarded as high seas.

The dispute,

however, becomes not merely a boundary dispute between adjoining
nations but of worlawide significance.
Historical~y,

the vital interests of a nation have revolved around

the maintenance of its territorial integrity.

There is eviaence that

this element is considered to be a factor in the determination of a
claim based on "historic waters ll•

In a study prompted by the U.N.

Conference on the Law of the jea in 1955, one conclusion was that
llan

essentia~

element in the determination of the right to "historic

waters ll is the question of the vital interests of the coastal state
in the area claimed ll •

Since vital interest is an issue in foreign

relations and an issue to be determined by the political processes
it follows that the claim is again

inf~uenced

by politics.

Moreover,

it is assumed that Indonesia looks upon the claimed waters as being
vital to her territorial integrity.
Indonesia's Political Policy and Gontrol
To achieve a degree of internal stabi.Lity the country must have
a mature political system which can maintain effective control over
the entire territory.
cultural~y,

Geographically, as well as

ethnical~y

and

this is one of the most fragmented countries in the world.

Political jurisdiction, with its fragmented territory, is largely
concentrated in a "center" with very little inf.1uence exerted on the
periphery.

This can probably be traced to the practices of colonial

administrators and advisors finding t he difficulty of extending

52

effective control to the far-flung islands not worth the effort.
Thus the colonialists concentrated on hardening the "ce nter",
neglecting, as both their predecessors and successors have done, to
build out to the fringe on a sound political basis.
Territoria~y,Indonesia is

a nation, but at present lacKs the

administrative organization to effectively control the remote areas
lying outside the political perimeter.

Neither are her military or

police powers adequate nor are the incentives great enough to entice
service in many of these remote areas.

Moreover, the inhabitants of

these remote areas have been accustomed to being left alone, and now
view political control as unwarranted interference.

Communications,

education, and technology are important means for improving the
administrative structures.

Additional~y,

in an effort to correct

·t hi s situation, Indonesia has endeavored to achieve unity by promoting
nationalism. *
From its inception the Indonesian nationalist movement saw itself as a part of a world-wide movement against colonial rule.

This

has instilled Indonesian nationalism with a aeep sense of affiliation
with the fight for independence elsewhere.

She has attempted to

throw off the colonial yoke in whatever form ana unaer whatever name

.
J
even if it snoula be detrimental to her own lnterest.

Among many

of the new nations that were former colonies this is a prevailing

*For

an important discussion on the boundaries of ~outheast Asia
and the problems of political and administrative control caused by the
colonial powers constructing arbitrary boundaries based on prominent
geographical features see Solomon, "Boundary Concepts and Practices
in Southeast Asia," World rolitics, October 1970.
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attitude.

Their theme is that international law is a product of

imperialism in which they had no decision-making authority and therefore it does not lend itself to ready adoption by them.

4

Consequently, Inaonesia's claim of territorial waters could be
motivated by her nationalism and her attitude that international
law is a product of colonialism.

This nationalism also engenders

a fear for her territorial safety.5

Moreover, Indonesia

be~ieves

that "welding together various ethnic groups spread over a number of
islands, with different histories, different religions, and different
degrees of exposure to the colonial experience, nationalism can be
said to have laid the foundation of mOdernization".6
Indonesian nationalism has also promoted the idea that she is
the rightful protector of Southeast Asia.

Her foreign policy advo-

cates working toward the establishment of regional cooperation in
this area for the sake of mutual development as well as for political
ends.

A primary reason for regional cooperation is the necessity for

modernization.

She

be~ieves

that the developing nations themselves

have the primary responsibility for accelerating the speed of their
7
recovery and improving their standard of living.
And, there are
those today who believe that Indonesia is reaay to assume a role of
constructive leadership in this area.

8

Thus prompted by probably the

strongest political force in Indonesia--nationalism--the claim can
be viewed as contributing to Indonesia's feeling of "manifest destiny""
in this area.
As a political expedient the Indonesian government has nationalized, thus far without compensation, foreign industry.
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In 1964

the 104 British-owned plantations were confiscated without compensaIn Februar y 1965,

tion and are now being managed by Indonesians.

the US-owned plantations were confiscated, and a decree of 24 April

1965 placed all foreign enterprise in the country under the control
and supervision of the Indonesian government.

In NaI'ch 1965, the

government announced a takeover of all foreign-owned oil companies to
9
continue operations under Indonesian control and supervision.
Although there are indications that Indonesia may make reparations in
the future, this does not necessarily reflect the attitude of future
political entities.

Today, the Indonesian oil industry, and presumably

future mining, is concentrating in off-shore exploration and exploitation in what is now claimed to be

interna~

seas.

This fact could

materially aid Indonesia to nationalize these industries if she so
desired.

In any event it gives her a greater degree of control based

on the sovereign rights the claim would award.
IHLITARY
A Basis for the Claim
Another basis for the special claim of terr i t or i al seas was
based upon military considerations.

The official explanation aetailed

the following aspects in attempting to jus tify the claim on the basis
of military necessity:*
(1)

the structure of the territory makes .t he task of controlling

the sea extremely difficult.

*For

with both national waters and open seas

the detailed explanation see Appendix II
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between the islands military control was complicated by the fact
that the right to act depended upon their location.
(2)

A war between two parties, with their fleets moving freely

between the islands would jeopardize the country by:
(a)

disrupting communications between the islands

(b)

endangering the inhabitants of the islands in the
surroundings of the open sea should a naval engagement
occur

(3)

Hinder the maintenance of neutrality

Legal Aspects of Military Security
In its judgment, rendered on 9 March 1917, the Central American

Court of Justice in the Gulf of Fonesca case stated that it was an
indispensable necessity that the riparian States concerned "should
possess the Gulf as

ful~y

as required by those primordial interests

and the interest of national defense. 1I1 0*
~ame

authors have in part based their opinions on the necessary

criteria to be used in judging control over certain waters, on the
need for military security.

In his dissenting opinion in the North

Atlantic Coast Fisheries between Great Britain ana the United States,
Drago stated that when a "country has asserted its sovereignty over
*This gulf is bounded by the territories of Nicaragua, Honduras
and El ~alvador. By a Treaty of 5 August 1914 the United States
granted Nicaragua certain rights over the bay inc~uding the right
to construct an interoceanic canal. El Salvador disputed the claim.
The Central American Court of Justice ruled that it was an historic
bay and the exclusive property of El Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua.
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the water, and particular circumstances such as geographical configuration, immemorial usage and above all, the requirements of self"then th e c la~
' ~~s·JUs t'f'
de f ense,
~ ~e d • 11
In its reply to the Preparatory Committee of the Codification
Conference of 1930 on the subject of historic bays, Portugal stated
that "considerations which justify their claim are the security and
defense of the lana territory and ports, and the well being and even
the existence of the State ll•12
At various times in history, States have designated several
zones of the high seas for special uses or purposes, sometimes
to the prohibition of use by other States.

Prior and during world

war II the United States and the South American Countries designated
security zones off their coasts, portions of which extended as far
as 1200 miles.

In the fifties, the United States designated a

400,000 square mile area in the Pacific Ocean for hydrogen bomb

tests.

Included within the area were a number of islands held under

a strategic Trusteeship Agreement with the United Nations.
Although there has been disagreement as to the legality of
such a claim under international law, Profess or Carl

~.

Franklin,

occupant of the Naval War College Chair of International Law during
part of the year 1959-60, argues that a state has a legal right for
such a use and sights McDougal as a basis for his argument.

Franklin

advanced the thesis that llwhile the claim of a State to use a
designated area of the high seas for nuclear weapons testing is
relatively recent and unprecedented, for the obvious reason that
science and technology did not create such weapons until 1945,
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this new, emergent use of the high seas is a reasonable one.

It is

reasonable because it is a necessary requisite of self-defense.

As

McDougal has rightly concluded,
liThe claim of the United States is in substance a claim
to prepare for self-defense •••• It has not been possible to
establish, under the United Nations or otherwise, either
effective international control of armaments or commitments
and procedures of global scope which offer reasonable
assurance against aggression ••••• The United .:3tates has undertaken its program of atomic ana thermonuclear weapons aevelopment to ensure that these free nations are not lacking either
in the retaliatory power which may deter aggression or in
the weapons of self-defense if deterrence fails. In this
posture of worla organization ana crisis, which puts so high
a premium on self-defense, with authorization of potentially
the most drastic interferences with others, it cannot, we
suggest, be reasonably concluded that it is unreasonable for
the United States to engage in such temporary and limited
interferences with navigation ana fishing as are involved in
the hydrogen bomb tests, in preparation for the a efense of
itself and its allies and of al~ the values of a free world
society.*
'Certainly the objective of defending all the values of a free
world society is as important as, and indeed

inc~udes,

the tradi-

tional uses of the high seas for naviGation, fishing, cable laying,
etc.

Security is the keystone in the arch of all free world values

and to be secure the United Jtates and her allies must continue to
test and perfect

~wery

type of defense weapon even though, it is to

be hoped, these weapons never have to be used in defense of the free
world. Ill)
If this be the case then it is not unreasonable for Indonesia
to be genuinely interested in her own seif-defense.

*

See ncuouga L, "The Hydrogen Bomb Tests ana the International
Law of the .:3ea,1I A.I.J.L. 356, )61 (1955)

Indonesia's Problems of lVdli t ary oec uri ty and Control
while continuously sUbmerged, the nuclear-powered submarine
Triton , in 1960, passea through the

~indanao ~ea

and .:)urigao ':)trait

of the rhilippines, through the Celebes .:)ea and Makassar jtrait in
Indonesia and passed through the Lombok Strait between Lombok and

14

Bali.

This journey carried the Triton through waters claimed by

Inaonesia as internal and shoula this claim be recognized then by the
rules of

internationa~

*

law the passage would have been illegal.

This

points up a problem of security facing Indonesia with the broad expanses of water between the islands.

If the United States submarine

can traverse these waters, so can others, be they Russian, British,
friendly or enemy.

Since the Indonesian claim is not recognized by

the Uni t ed .:itates there was no necessity to get prior permission.

A

protest by Indonesia on the other hand woula have been purely academic.
The

~aval

had a greater

theorist, Alfred Thayer
in.t'~uence

~ahan,

by his many writings, has

on ;jeapower than pernaps anyone else.

Among

his worKs are tne basic pr i nc i pl es which are vital to a nation's
security.

In outlining these principles he stated:

~hen the sea not only borders, or surrounds, but also
separates a country into two or more parts, the control of
it becomes not only desirable, but virtual~y necessary.1S

*Pa3sage through interna~ waters is a matter of right even if it
is innocent. Even if allowed, submarines are required to travel on the
surface and to show their flag. See Keith D. Lawrence, IIIv'lilitaryLegal Considerations in the Extension of Territorial jeas,1I Ivlilitary
Law Review, July 1965, p. 48.
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Experts generally agree that it is largely to Mahan's credit that the
United

~tates

became a great naval power.

Grantea it probably would

have occurrea even if he had not contributea his works toward this
effort but it is advanced that it woula not have taKen place as
and as rapid ana remained in the lead so long.

~oreover,

ear~y

rtussia's

Navy is the second largest in the world today and is rapidly growing.
She is expanding her naval forces thruughout the oceans and exerting
inf~uence

not

~visioned

a few years ago.

the architect for rtussian seapower is

It has been advocated that

~ahan.

If the thesis aavanced by Mahan is taken to be valid, then
Indonesia, more than any other country, must nece3sarily control the
waters between her many islands.
too weak to be effective.

To be sure, her navy at present is

A claim of internal waters, however, can

serve as a political expedient in assuming some degree of control.
Historical~y,

the territory of anotner

~tate

has remained sovereign

only so long as tnat State coula resist foreign influence, imperialism,
or aggression. Tr 3ditionally, States have

re~ied

military force to protect this sovereignty.

upon an effective

Tne protection of land

areas is inherently easier because of geography than would be the
protection of large boaies of water between islands, of Which many
are extremely remote.

It would require an astronomical maritime force

to ensure the protection of the rights accruing to the sovereign.
Although it may be practical to prevent economic exploitation it is
doubtful that the free passdge of ships could ever be controlled.
To protect all the rights accruing to a sovereign might enLail being
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a belligerent of the entire world of which no nation is capable.
IMPACT OF CLAD1 ON NAVAL FOHCES
Right of Peaceful Passage*
The Government Qroinance of 1962 regarding the Peaceful Passage
of Foreign Vessels in lnaonesian waters permits the peaceful pas sage
of warships through the internal waters of Inoonesi

as established

by the 1960 Act with certain reservations.

(1) Sea lanes are to be determined by the

~unister/Chief

of
Staff of the Navy to which foreign warships must adhere.

(2)

To deviate from these routes requires prior notification.

(3)

Foreign submarines must sail on the top of the water.

(4) Deviation from these provisions will result in a request
that the warship depart Indonesian waters.
In explaining the Indonesian position, however, the government has
stated that the right of innocent passage may be withdrawn at any time
on a unilateral basis.

This power of decision to grant the right of

innocent passage makes it a convenience to the Indonesian government
and a potential barrier to the rest of the world.

It is no guarantee

whatsoever.
Freedom of the Seas
The rush to maKe extensive claims is hardly a new one.

Histor-

ically, during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Dome nations
*Indonesia used the term Peaceful Passage vice Innocent Passage.
For an official explanation of the 1960 Act see Appendix II. Government Ordinance No. 8 of 1962 regarding the Peaceful Passage of Foreign
Vessels in Indonesian waters is included as Appendix III. For an
official explanation of this ordinance see Appendix IV.
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were claiming vast areas of the high seas.
claimed the Adriatic, England the North

~ea,

For instance, Venice
Sweden and Denmark the

16
Baltic, Spain the

~acific,

and

~ortugal

the Indian Ocean.

In

1609, Hugo Grotius, a Dutch scholar, in a brief treatise entitled
Mare Liberum, first outlined the concept of freedom of the seas.
His basic premise was that "every nation is free to travel to every
other nation, and to trade with it,ll and that "nature has made neither
sun nor air nor waves private property, they are public gifts •••• the
sea is

c~nmon

to all, because it is limitless it cannot become a

possession of anyone, ana because it is adapted for the use of all •••• "17
As a result, but not without bitter protest, countries came to accept
this principle and it developed into common practice supported by
international law.
It is evident that a degree of freedom of the seas would be lost
should the Indonesian claim be supportea by law.

The navies of the

world would have far less mobility and far fewer rights in these waters
than if they were high seas.

Freedom of navigation on the high seas

is a much greater right than the right of peaceful passage granted by
Indonesia.

Freedom of navigation on the high seas is hampered only

by prudent conduct in respecting the rights of other users.

un the

other hand irmocent passage can be suspendea by Inaonesia Which,
in effect, is no right of passage at all.
I~TENSITY

OF

GONF~iCT

SITUATIONS

It is axiomatic that unilateral claims to areas of the sea that
heretofore were considered high seas can lead to
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conf~ict

situations.

In recent years a number of these have occurred.
Shortly after World war II, Iceland unilaterally proclaimed exelusive rights to fish in the superjacent waters of her shelf extending far out into international waters.

Britain responded by deploying

warships to defend her fisning fleet.
A number of United
of

~outh

~tates

tuna boats, fishing off the west coast

America in defiance of the Latin American claims of 200 miles

of territorial sea have been seized by warships of Peru and hcuador.
18
Heflecting the mood
To secure their release the U.S. paid fines.
of the pUblic, many newspaper editorials advocated the use of warships
to defend the fishing vessels outside of twelve miles from the coast.
By far the most well known and hotly contested dispute in recent
years was the case of the Udd Pueblo.

This Navy Intelligence Collection

Auxiliary Ship was captured by North Korea on January 23, 1968.

North

Korea claims a 12 mile territorial sea limit which the U.S. does not
recognize.

Although consioerable controversy concerning the ships

position has raged, the United States signed an apology in order to
secure the release of the crew.

It was an established fact, however,

that the ship was outsioe 3 miles wtlich the U.d. recognizes as being
the limit of the territorial seas unaer international law.

This

apology read in part:
The Government of the United States of America, acknowledging
the validity of the confession or the ~rew of the USS Pueblo
and of the documents of eviaence prOduced by the representative
of the government of the Democratic People's rlepublic of Korea
to the effect that the snip, Which was seized by the self-defense
measures of the nava~ vessels of the Korean People's Army in
the territorial waters •••• ~19
This apology was ilM.ediately repudiated as being false and that it
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was signed merely to effect the release of the crew.

Nevertheless,

the fact remains that the document bears the authenti.c signature of
a person duly designated to represent the Government of the United
,:jtates.
Russia likewise claims a 12 mile territorial sea limit.
well known that she is extremely

sensiti~e

It is

to any violations and
20

effectively maintains control of this area.

Apparently, other

countries also respect this claim since there are no recorded acoounts
of any disputes.
Clearly, advocating a claim not recognized by other nations
heightens the intensity of conflict situations by way of military
confrontation.

Furthermore, to effectively control vast areas of

the sea requires extensive

~aval

patrolling requiring large fleets.

MAINTAINING A BALANCE OF POWER
If we accept the thesis of a bi-polar world in which the struggle

is between the communist ideology and the Free World and non-aligned
nations then Indonesia is a strategic political ent i t y .

Maintaining

a proper balance of power to avoid devastating mi l itary confrontation
will continue to be vital to the interest of the united

~tates.

hore-

over, this maintenance of a proper balance of power is of national
concern to other Free world and non-aligned nations as well.
There is no doubt that the United
vated toward this part of the world.
lithe United States is a Pacific Power.
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~tates

is politically moti-

President Nixon has stated that
The United States, with its

coast reaching in an arc fram Mexico to the Bering
anchor of a vast Pacific

~ammunity.

~traits,

is one

Both our interests and our ideals

propel us westward across the Pacific, not as conquerors, but as
partners, linked by the sea not only with those oriental nations on
Asia's Pacific littoral, but at the same time with occidental
Australia and New Zealand, and with the island nations between.,,21
It is of world interest that Indonesia develop a mature and
stable political system.
develop a responsible

It is of particular interest that Indonesia

poli~ical

system recognizing her strategic

location in relation to the rest of the world.

Potentially, Indonesia

is capable of playing a useful role in the future as a stabilizing
factor in the area.

A strong Indonesia could oppose

political~

and

diplomatically Chinese attempts to establish hegemony in Southeast
Asia and

~oviet

moves to assert supremacy in the Indian Ocean.

could also make military manpower available to the

smal~er

She

countries

of Southeast Asia in support of a purely regional system of collective
22
security.
On the other hand her future strength could lead to a
situation inherently detrimental to other nations.

Restricting

innocent passage through her claimed internal seas and straits could
affect world commerce.

Should this effort be directed toward a dis-

liked nation it could result in a "potent kind of political blackmail. 1l23
Assuming that the world continues to be bi-polar and that the
free world interest is in maintaining a proper balance of power to
prevent military confrontation then Indonesia is an important element
in military strategy.
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The Indian Ocean has long been considered a strategic body of
water.

For years it occupied the major concern of the colonial

powers for it was the control of this important body of water that
assured the maritime powers maintenance of their empires in this part
of the world.

It is this ocean that is the back door to Southeast

Asia and the strategic key to India, eastern Africa, and much of the
Middle

~ast.

One-third of the World's people live along its shores. 24

Of the key spots that control the vital entrances to the Indian
Ocean Indonesia occupies a critical strategic position.

Militarily,

Indonesia is incapable of policing the waters encompassed by the
claim.

She is, however, potentialJ.y capable of politically controlling

the vital shipping lanes throughout Southeast Asia.

By controlling

the waters and straits in and around the archipelago she could
effectively alter the trade between all Asian countries and Africa
and Western Europe.
Russia, the opposing power in the

bi~polar

World has recently

set a course toward becoming a great Naval power.

Although handi-

capped by geography and access to the sea, today s he ranks second in
seapower which is a world recognized achievement .
alone it is obvious that she understands the nee

25

From this fact

for a strong mari-

time position if she is to exert her influenc e t hr oughout the world.
with this growing Navy, Russia has been reaching out.

Once con-

sidered to be a U.S. 1I1ake" the l"ied.iterranean now supports a itussian
Naval Force comparable to the U.S.
to the Indian Ocean.

fiecently, she has been expanding

Should Great Britain, who earlier announced
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~ithdra~al

from the area east of

Naval forces, someone

wil~

~uez,

continue to contract her

obviously rush to fill the vacuum.

can be considered to be a prime candidate.
astuteness in the

Russia

26

seapo~er

Considering her new

concept it can be expected that she

recognizes the strategic importance of Indonesia.
In the years just preceding the Communist
land China the U.S. foreign policy
contairunent.

~as

directed

takeover of Mainto~ard

peripherial

As stated by Dean Acheson, then 6ecretary of

a speech aelivered to the

Press Club in

~ational

~tate,

~ashington

in

on

January 12, 1950 the military security of tte racific area as envisioned by this policy

~as

a perimeter of islands around the Asian mainland.

with the retrenchment of foreign military personnel

fr~n ~outheast

Asia

the policy of peripheral military containment of China by an island
chain arouna the Asian mainland as the outer limits of America's
military presence is again being advocated.

28

Given these conditions the strategic military position of 1ndonesia is even more important.

On tr.e one hand Indonesia may be

increasingly exposed to subversion from her unprotected flank on the
North.

1'herefore, she must be a strong and viable nation capable of

militarily controlling the security of her own territory.

For any

expansionist attitude from the mainland of Asia or a desire for control
of this vital

gate~ay

to the Indian ucean coula seriously threaten the

Freedom of Choice of the Indonesian Nation.
of the more peaceful nations of the

~oreover,

~orld Co~nunity

Australia, one

could be seriously

threatened since Indonesia is the bridge between mainland Asia and
AusLralia.
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INDONESIA'~

EXPANSIONIST ATTITUDE

Among the many factors being considered during the negotiations
for Indonesian Independence in 1945 was the question of territorial
boundaries.

Sukarno, stressing the fact that he was not an imperial-

ist and that in fact he had been fighting against imperialism for

2S

years, did not feel that Indonesia should include only the Netherlands East Indies.

He championed the cause of "Pan-Indonesia" that

not only included Malaya and

~ew

Guinea, but also the Philippines.

He hastened to add, however, that since the

~hilippines

were already

29
independent that Indonesia would respect her sovereignty.

He went

on to say that he did not believe Indonesia was under moral or legal
obligation to become merely the heirs of the Dutch, and that Inaonesia
could not be strong and secure unless the
Indonesian.

~traits

of

~alacca

were

As regards New Guinea he believed the area should be

included as a part of Indonesia because of historic claims and national
30
security.
After gaining independence there was a long period of
confrontation with Malaysia.

This, however, has subsided since

Sukarno stepped down in favor of Suharto in 196b after the abortive
communist coup in 1965.

There are, however, indications that Australia

still registers some fear of an Indonesian expansionist attitude.

As

one Australian writer stated:
The new western security arrangements are correctly geared
to maintaining the present benign multipolar international
structure of the region. lmplicity Australia has given her
support to MalaysiaJ!nd Singapore only to defena against an
expansive attitude.
Perhaps, Inaonesia today, as did ~UKarno in 194~ be~ieves that control
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of the Strait of Malacca, and the remaining waterways, are vital to
the security of the nation, as well as contributing to her desire
to be the dominant power in Southeast Asia.
A MODEST

S~~TION

~oliticalLy,

Indonesia is making a concerted effort to unify the

country and lift it from the depths of economic depression.

Unifi-

cation through nationalism and espirit de corps has been a useful
concept in this effort and is likely to play a significant role in
the future.

Political stability, a viable administrative structure,

and organizational competence is a necessity for the self-sufficiency
of the nation.

Unreasonable behavior on the other hand hardly justi-

fies any claim that would contribute to the estabLishment of an
irresponsible political entity in this part of the world.
Looking soLely from the standpoint of Indonesia's military
security, the control of the waters separating the country can be
appreciated.

It is only natural for a sovereign to be concerned.

Various countries, including the U.S., have at times sealed off for
restricted use large areas of the ocean.

Justification has been given

that it was reasonable under the veil of self-defense.

However,

Indonesia's veil may not be a ploy considering the events that are
taking place today in that part of the world.

Western and European

influence has and continues to diminish, and even though it may be a
good amen, there must be responsible political and military leadership to avoid chaos.

And even if the Indonesian military forces

presently lack the capacity or capability to either adequately patrol
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or enforce the claim should ther e be a desire, it does cause nations
respecting international law to take political cognizance of the
declaration.

The U.S. Navy tacitly recognizes the

c~aim

by notifying

the Indonesian government in advance of any anticipated transit of
a U.S. warship through the claimed waters.
a degree of political recognition.

She, therefore, does get

Moreover, as in previous i nci -

dents, conflict situations may be produced by Indone si a 's exc Lus i on
of certain ships which in the future could per ch nce result in the
use of for e by the challenged country.

In an age when nations are

seeking peace and cooperation this would be an unfortunate i nci dent,
particularly since reasonable people are coming to consider the ocean
to be for the good of mankind.
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CHAPTER VII
A DEDUCTIVE

SU~~TION

The Most dangerous illusion
in the World at the moment is
that in any given situation
one is right and one is wrong.
Ernest Cueno, Savannah Morning
News,May 7, 1967
An Analysis
It is now time to analyze those. factors which in! Luenced the
decision to make such a claim.

In the beginning one is faced with

the following questions:
(1)

will Indonesia's claim help unify the land and still be

in harmony with the world community?
(2)

Does economic dependence justify the claim?

(3)

Should political interests and military necessity be

considerations in determining territorial waters?

(4) Can the claim be supported by international law? and,
(5)

Has the world community accepted the claim with equanimity?

Potentiall.y, Indonesia is a strategic co unt ry in the political
and military arena.

Many would say that she i s the pivot in the balance

of power equation in Sout he ast Asia.

However, one thing is clear.

She is beset by numerous problems, of which densely concentrated population and a divided territory are uppermos t .
Indonesia has thousands of islandS which are deserted or only
sparsely inhabited.

They pave economic potential, and with modern
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transportation systems between the islands and other technological
improvements such as cheap power and fresh water f rom the sea they
offer some hope of economic recovery.

In an attempt to distribute

the people on a more equitable basis a program of transmigration has
been initiated but to date this effort has met with very little
success.

It is perhaps

technical~y

feasible to join many of the

islands by man-made land transportation structur es which would encourage transmigration and contribute to island unity.
For economic viability there must exist, as does between the 50
States of the United States, a great deal of uni t y and a feeling of
identity.

To unify thousands of islands with large expanses of water

between is a relatively new and unique task i n itself and is one of
the greatest challenges facing Indonesia.

deveral problems that must

be solved before the situation improves are the economic integration
of the widespread islands, a more equitable pattern of population distribution, extension of political influence and establishment of an
administrative organization throughout the islands.
It might be argued that it is a streak of luck that a nation has
a coastline and more-so for those who have extensive coastlines and
that it is unfortunate that some states are landlocked.

This is one

of those geographical realities which tend to make countries unequal,
but this is a fact of nature just as inequality among people is a fact
of life.

This argument could be extended to archipelagos.

It's

unfortunate that their land masses are not contiguous which render
certain disadvantages but it is fortunate that they have access to
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such large parts of the ocean.

It seems only natural that a mid-

ocean archipelago would want to take advantage of their fortunate
features.

And perhaps it is these fortunate features that can contri-

bute most to the unity of Indonesia.
Indonesia must look to the sea to aid in economic development.
Fish can be a major food product and mineral resources in the sea can
make a significant contribution to export trade
currency.

in~quiring

foreign

To cope with her many problems it is important to make the

small islands habitable and the surrounding waters productive to accommodate her expanding and concentrated population and increase her standard
of living.

This concept will be of no less importance to other already

independent mid-ocean island countries and to those that may gain
independence in the future.

Any methOd that can be devised to reduce

welfare dependence is for the good of

al~

nations.

On the other hand it is important to the world and more specifical~y

to South Asia, Southeast Asia, North Asia and Australia that

the oceanways traversing the Indonesian waters remain free to world
trade.

Traditional~y,

the waterways have served as economic life-

lines.

And even though it is often hinted t hat the development of

large ships which are unable to transit the shallow straits has
diminished the importance of these oceanways, in the foreseeable
future they will remain extremely critical to economic viability.
It is feasible, and Japan is now exploring the possibility to dredge
the straits to accommodate the larger ships.
Admittedly, the legal aspects of economic dependence is based
upon the principle of "historic" through evidence of long usage.
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But

in a modern and rapidly changing worla is this the overriding consiaeration?

with the inaependent and largely Lesser Developed

Countries just gaining composure from a long per i od of colonialism
this test today may be outmoded and inappropriate.

Hany of these

colonies lived in abject poverty and were never afforded the opportunity to develop the wherewithal to exploit the resources at their
disposal.

As a result it has been impossible for them to establish

a history of long usage.

Newly acquired independence ill affords

the basis for such a record.
years.

History for them may be only a few

Should the world community now hold them accountable for a

failure over which they had no control?

Perhaps, economic consider-

ations should be based on future expectations of dependence as well
as past dependence.

It seems that this approach would be more in line

with modern times.
A parallel to this view i s the plight of the American

~egro,

who for almost two centuries had very .Little ciirection over his
aestiny.

This was true because society did not accept the premise

that he should be a part of the governmental. decision making process
and domestic law was not adequate to insure him that basic right.

It

was only through r evol ut i onar y reforms in legislation tnat law became
a framework

capa~le

of assuring the Negro his basic rights.

it is with international law.

Perhaps too,

Reforms may be drastical.Ly needed to

assure prior colonial te r i t or i e s their basj£ rights considering their
exclusion from the dec i sion mAking processes for many years.
The United States , and per haps other countries as well, have
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states that must rely on aid from the richer nations for sustenance.
And of the nations vieing for freedom of the sea and resisting claims
that do not suit their interests are the rich maritime states.

If

the sea can be used to aid these welfare nations economicalLy then
it should be used even at the expense of a degree of so called
freedom of the seas.
National foreign policy goals or National interests shoula be
geared to removing potential sources of disputes in an effort to
avoid future conflict.

It is obvious

tha~

unilateral claims

of the ocean are at opposite poles to these interests.

~o

areas

The vital

interests of a country are expressed in terms of its security.
TraditionalLy, and understandably so, the overriding concern of a
nation is to exist as a sovereign.

To do this requires the pro-

tection of its territory, even at the risk of total destruction of
its social structure.

Therefore, military security plays a major

role in determining the actions of a nation.
legally what constitutes the

~erritory

The question becomes,

of another state?

In view of

the many claims to territorial waters it is this entity that may be
the most hotly disputed.

in the absence of recognition by internation-

al law, armed conflict may arise over this issue.
In establishing agreement on control of the ocean areas, a
primary consideration shoula be the goal to avoid future confLict.

in recent years states have to a certain extent refrained from the
use of force against the

~erritorial

integrity of another nation

because of violation of the United Nations Charter.
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Therefore, rules

should be developed whereby conflict can be managed by international
organizations.

horeover, an oceanic policy must recognize that there

are national, international and regional elements.

A purely national

approach is too narrow and coula seriously undermine international
stability.

An approach to the determination of a law or the sea cannot

be negotiated from a position of a narrow ana parochial view.

But it

must be considered in the light of all the forces of interaction and
predicated upon what is likely to happen in the future.

The basic

principle should be that any law of the sea is an inclusive interest
shared by many and should be for the common good of the world order
as a whole.
International law, it has been emphasized, is a primary means
of communications between governments.

In many cases, however, it has

served as a mechanism for use by a nation to justify its acts which,
ostensibly, are taken to be in its best interest.

Occasionally,

justification for a questionable action is framed under the veil of
international law causing the action to appear just and moral because
it was made within the unilaterally establishea bounds.

That is,

international law may be unilaterally adjusted to mean what a government woula desire it to mean.

And orten states will interpret in-

ternaLional law to suit their own needs and evaluate other state's
interpretation in accordance witn Lheir own standards.

In the case

of Indonesia's claim this woulo appear to be so.
In reversing this trend there must be an honest and concerted
effort by alL nations, ana especially the major powers, to respect
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From a layman's point of view, under existing international
law, as now interpreted, there appears to be no legal basis for
such an extensive claim as that made by Indonesia.

Given pri.or

precedent and evidences of the law, however, there does appear to be
legal justification for enclosing certain groups of islands as a
unit rather than having each island possess its own territorial
waters.
Conversely, it is contended that the 1958 Confer ence on the
of the
groups.

~ea

~aw

erred when it failed to even approach the problem of island

This was probably due to the strong position of the maritime

states and the reluctance of the minority archipelagic states to argue
the issue based on obvious lack of support.
views were not argued

persu~Bively

Perhaps too, the minority

because of fear of the unfavorable

political attitude that might result.

Regardless, it is to the world

community's interest to recognize the problems of Lessor Developed
and Minority View Countries and assist them with international law
to accommodate to their problems also.

Only t hrough recognizance

that international law is being designed with a view of what is best
for all will they support and trust internat ' onal law.
A new conference on the Law of the
sometime in 1973.

~ea

is scheduled to take place

Although the agenda is not yet firm it is highly

probable that the problem of the territorial sea

~ill

be addressed.

Included should be the question of the territorial waters of archipelagos which was conveniently side-stepped ill both the 1958 and the

1960 Conferences.

Eventually, the problem must be faced by the
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world community and this seems to be as propitious a time as any.
Any future conferences must accept the thesis that it is a
political process and although applying the basic principles of
international law it must not be driven by rigid adherence to past
practices and prior

internationa~

as a means of communication
cal arena.

law cases.

The law must be used

to the decision-makers in the politi-

This does not mean that international law should be sub-

servient but that it adequately responds to political negotiations
in a determination to fina common interests.

Generally, United

Nations conferences, and specifically, Conventions are a legislative
process, albeit fragmented and unstructured . *
l'oIithout an accommodation to different conditions i t is probably
inevitable that a claim such as that by Indonesia will in time be
recognized in international law by the ve r y virtue of acquiescence
by other s tates.
coun~ries,

Although the United dtates, as well as many other

has denounced the c l a im, the U.S. Navy tacitly recognizes

it by giving 24 hours not i c e prior to t r ansit i ng the waters.

When

Dutch ships were deni ed the right to tra ns i t t he wat er s they honored
the prohibition, al t hough not without pr ot e s t , a l be i t without resistance.

The community of nations have not accepted the chim with

equanimity ane f ut ur e incidents may not meet with such subservience.

*It is argued that part of the f a i l ure of the 1958 and 1960
conferences to reach agreement on many aspects of the territorial seas
was the fraditional dtates s t ric t ao ne r ence to long established
international law and their fallure to recognize that tne conference
was a political or legislative process ratner than a ~egal or judicial
process. dee, rlobert L. Fr i e dhe im, liT he '.:>atisfied ll and '.Dissatisfied'
dtates ~egotiate International Law", l'oIorld folitics, October 1965,
pp , 20-41.
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the letter of the law and honestly interpret it so that the less
powerful countries of the world clearly understand and refrain from
making unilateral declarations which are only claims and are not
supported by law.

Contrary to popular opinion a great power is not

free to do what it wishes to do as regards to the weaker nations.
It has the responsibility of setting an example and projecting an image
that will gain the respect rather than the condemnation of the weaker
states.
Under international law the burden mf proof to claim as internal
waters certain maritime areas by reason of "historic" rests with the
state making the claim. *

Indonesia's claim as outlined in the 1960

Government Regulation lists factors other than "historic ll , on which
the claim is based.

These factors have been established by inter-

national law as being criteria to be used by Courts in making
Judicial determinations.

Again, these are criteria and not rules

which implies that they must be applied to specific cases based upon
the merits of each.

Thus, in addition to proving the claim on

historic rights, if they actually exist, it seems that sufficient
justification for a claim based on economic, rrd litary and political
factors as well, must be sufficiently proved to make the claim
credible.

Indonesia as yet has not proved to the world community

that such an extensive claim is warranted.

*For

a comprehensive discussion on the Burden of Proof to
the right to Ilhistoric waters" see United Nations, "Juridical Regime
of Historic waters, Including Historic Bays", General Assembly,
A/CN. 4/143, 9 March 1962, pp. 61-65.
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Unless nations can get together and discuss the problems on a
rea~istic

basis and worK out compatible

so~utions

free of

il~

conceived national interests the oceans may very well be the cause
of the next serious armed cunflict.
A Proposal
Since present international law does not s uppor t Indones i a's
position, the unilateral claim is not accept ed by the world community,
and theref ore baselines around the entire gr oup of i lands is not
a desirable solution to her problems.

The method of drawing base-

lines so as to cause each island to have its own territorial sea
likewise is not a practical solution.

Admittedly, where the islands

are not farther than 24 miles apart t he territorial sea is continuous,
but there are many islands separated by much greater distances.
A good part of the ocean bed surrounding Indonesia consists of

continental shelf with an average depth of 120 feet, therefore,
Indonesia already has sovereignty over the majority of the resources
on the seabed by reason of the 1958 Convention on t he Continental
Shelf.
The 1958 Convention on Fishing and Conservation on the Living
Resources of the High Seas recognizing the importance of fisheries
provided that special interest be given to the coastal state in the
maintenance of the productivity of the living resources in any area
of the high seas adjacent to its territo ial sea.

Moreover, it

provided that a state whose nationals are engaged in fishing the high
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due to Indonesia's economic problems and her need for the
resources of the sea to feed her many
(2)

impov~rished

~iving

people;

Use of these areas for any type of military activity

except for Indonesia's own security should be prohibited.

There

should be a prohibition on the use of the waters for any type of
out-of-country military operations.

This would permit Indonesia to

maintain a position of neutrality in the event of armed conflict
between other nations;

(3) Commercial shipping should be allowed complete freedom
and commercial aircraft should be afforded overflight rights in
accordance with International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
regulations;

(4) Submersibles should not have to surface but should give
prior notice before transiting the waters.

The Malacca Strait between Malaysia and
Strait between Kalimantan ana
territorial seas.

~ulawesi

~umatra,

the Makassar

woula fall without Indonesia's

Likewise would the Holucca

~ea

and the Ceram dea

leading from the douth Pacific Ocean to Norther n Australia.

The

Sunda and Lombok, the two most Dnportant strai t s bordered on both
sides by Indonesia, alreaqy lie wholly within the territorial waters
as now recognized by International Law.

Thus, this plan would support

Indonesia's reasons for making the claim to territorial waters while
leaving the maximum amount of open seas and international waterways
free for world commerce.
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Conclllsion
To conclude is to come to the end.
the problem or propose a solution.

Presumably it should solve

To this end the issues pertinent

to the problem which were posed at the beginning arel
(1)

Is a uniform and universal rule on the territorial seas

practical?
(2)

Should international law adjust to varying conditions of

a state such as geographic, economic, political and military factors
in establishing a method for determining territorial waters? and,
(3)

would a more viable approach to the territorial waters

result in more responsible behavior by the many states?
It is doubtful, in fact extremely unlikely, that a universal
rule that will be accepted by all nations can ever be devised that
will apply worldwide.

An approach to international ocean regimes

must consider the historical, geographical, political, economic, and
military factors wtlictl influence the decisions of
adherence to the rules of international law.
designed to accommodate

on~y

~tates

and their

A universal law

the interests of the maritime nations will

result in conflict because the Less Developed Countries and Newly Independent Countries as well as those with special interests in the
sea will only insist on making independent decisions.

A law of the

sea must be developed which will secure the best for every nation
regardless of size, geography or political allignment.

And more

irr.portantly, every nation must be given to understand that this is
sUo

Simply stated, a more viable approach is needed.
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Perhaps the

rea~

solution for the delimitation of the terri-

torial waters is not devising a uniform and universal rule of law
but one of devising a framework within which a

so~ution

can be found.

I n t hi s regard, the following considerations should govern the determination of the territorial waters of mid-ocean archipelagos:
(1 )

~ he re

graphical~y

and

a number of islands obviously form a group, geogeological~y,

base~ines

may b

dr awn around t he out er-

most islands with the waters in between being i nt ernal seas.
(2)

where it is

technologica~ly feasible

to connect islands by

man-made structures for the purpose of inter-island transportation
they should be grouped together and have one t er itorial sea regardless of distance apa t.
(3)

where island groups are enclosed by baselines, establish a

system of international s ea lanes through ar chi pel agos policed by an
International Naval Guard .

(4) Base economic dependence not

on~y

on "historic" through long

usage but expected future dependence as well.
(S)

In consonance with the relati ve interes t s of the sovereign

concerned and the world
(a)

corr~unity,

adopt the f ol l owi ng criteria:

To reduce the dependence as a w If r e nation, special

delimitation of the territorial w t e r s of mi d-ocean archipelagos
should be made where it is determined that a significant contribution
to the economy will result.
(b)

Make military security a pr ime consideration to protect

the territorial integrity of the state.
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The use of the waters in,

around, and between for naval warfare between other countries should
be prohibited.

Likewise, prohibit the placement or the operations of

weapons systems on or unaer the waters during peacetime.
(c)

Construct a framework whereby Law of the Sea Conven-

tions became truly living documents that may be readily amended to
reflect the realities of the times.
Same Final Thoughts
Popular practice has been to extend
with a philosophical note.

conc~uding

remarks t o end

In keeping with the current trend it is

now time to finalize this humble work with a dr am tization.

As the

journalist Ernest Cueno expressed it;
Two men looking at an optical illusion puzzle will each
see clearly two totally different pictures. In fact, the
picture as he sees it will be so utterly clear to each man
that it will be inconceivable to him how the other can possibly
conceive of it in any other manner. The vexing dilemma is not
that either is wrong; it is that both, according to their lights,
are absolutely right. If a third man, seated above, could
explain both pictures to bota men so that each could see the
other's picture as wel~ as his own, it i s possible that what
was the cause for anger would dissolve i n a laugh. It is not
enough that one see the other's point of vi ew. Each must see
the other's simultaneously.
The creation of a global philosophy above the nations
of the world would provide for the conscious loodl es s
evolution of man, whose unconscious evolu i on is still being
effected by war. Such global point of view is as necessary
to the world as the United States is to t he 50 states which
compose it.
It is totally clear that nations are facing a vexing dilemma
on what to do with three quarters of the earth's surface.

So it is

that states are laying claim to large areas of this surface based
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on their own optical illusion.
right.

This doesn't necessarily make it

It does, however, make a good many nations wrong for

ret~sing

to conceive of the problem because of ill-defined national interests.
If the community of countries have recognized Indonesia as a free and
independent

~tate,

then it is fair to say that the importance of the

water areas in and around her many islands should also be recognized.
So it may be with other newly developing insular
~hat

coun~ries.

does freedom of the seas really mean? As now perceived

is it a viable concept?
terests of each national?

Or does it merely reflect the national in-

In researching for this brief treatise,

I have failed to construct a satisfactory answer to the question.
is as unanswerable as the question, "how high is up1 11 •

It

It may well be

that the oceans will eventually be divided among the nations of the
world, and to accommodate international intercourse there may have to
be an international system of oceanways.

Man is a territorial animal

and unless his instincts and habits drastically change in the future
he won't be satisfied until there is some system of political and
physical control over the entire globe.
Grotius espoused his theories more than 300 years ago.

To believe

they are immutable is to look at life through a rear view mirror or
march backwards into the future.
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APPENDIA I

Government rlegulation in Lieu of Act No. 4 of the Year 1960 Concerning
Indonesian waters
THE PR.E::iID&-..T UF THE REPUBLIC OF l!....uONESIA.,
Considering:
1.

That the geographical structure of Indonesia, as an archipelago
consisting of thousands of islands, has a specific character;

2.

That, according to history, since time immemorial the Indonesian
Archipelago has been alunity;

3. That for the wholeness of the territory of the Indonesian State,
all islands and seas situated between them
as a complete unity;

shal~

be considered

4.

That the determination of borders of territorial seas as contained
in the "Territoriale Zee en !'1aritieme Kringen Ordonnatie 1939"
(State Gazette 1939 No. 442) Article 1 clause (1) is no longer
in conformity with the above considerations since it divides the
land territory of Indonesia into parts which separate them from
the respective territorial seas;

5.

The necessity of promulgating a Government Regulation in Lieu of
Act conerning Indonesian waters which is in conformity with the
realities referred to above;

with due regard to: Article
the RepUblic of Indonesia:
Having heard:
20 January, 1960 j

5 clause

(1) of t he Constitution of

The deliberations of the Kerdja Cabinet on
Has

res

0

1 v e d:

To enact:
The Government

Regu~ation

in Lieu of Act conerning the Indonesian
waters.
Article 1
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(1)

Indonesian wa~er5 are the territorial seas of Indonesia and the
inland seas of Indonesia.

(2)

The territorial sea of Indonesia is the maritime belt as wide
as 12 sea miles, the outer line of which is measured perpendicularly on the baseline, or points on the baseline consisting
of straight lines connecting the outermost points at the ebb1ine
of islands or part of islands within the territory of Indonesia
with the understanding that if there is a strait with a width
not exceeding 24 miles and Indonesia is not the onLy border
state, the borderline of the territorial sea is arawn in the
middle of the strait.

(3)

The inland seas of Indonesia are al~ seas situated within the
baselines as stipUlated in clause (2).

(4) A sea mile is 1/60 of a degree of longitude (at the equator).
Article 2
On the map attached to this Regulation, there are clearly defined
the points and the lines, referred to in Article 1 clause (22).
.
Article 3
(1)

Innocent passage in the inlana seas of Indonesia is open to
foreign water transport.

(2)

Innocent passaged as referred to in clause (1) can be regulated
by a Government hegulation.
Article

4

(1)

This Government RegUlation in Lieu of Act
on the aay 01 its enacument.

(2)

Effective
(1) under
Maritieme
No. 442),

c~nes

into force

the aay mentioned in clause (1), Article 1 clause
number 1 through 4 of the I'Territoriale Zee and
Kringen Ordonnantie 1939 11 (State Gazette 1939
ceases to be valid.

In order that people may know of it, we hereby order the promulgation of this Government Regulation in Lieu of Act through its
placing in the State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia.
Sanctioned in Djakarta
on 18th February, 1960
The President of the Republic of
Indonesia
SUKAill~O.
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Enacted in Djakarta
on 18th February 1960
Minister of Justice
SAHAltDJO.

Source:

The Indonesian Revolution: Basic Documents and the Idea
of Guided Democracy, The Dept., of Information, Republic
of Indonesia, Special Issue 65, Dj akarta, 1960
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APPENDIX II

eXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM
ON
THE GOVERNMENT REGULATION IN
LIEU OF ACT CONEHNING
INDUNESIAN wATERS
I.

General Explanation.

dince some time ago the necessity is felt to re-examine the determination of the borders of territorial seas in conformity with the
specific nature of our country as an archipelago and with the demands
and interests of the Indonesian people, which territorial seas, as
part of the ~tate territory comprised of land, sea and air territories,
form an important part of the Indonesian State in view of the structure
of the Country which consists of thousands of islands.
The determination of the borders of territorial seas as contained
in "De Territoriale Zee and Maritieme Kringen Ordonnantie ll of the year
1939 (State Gazette 1939 No. 442) which under article 1 clause (1)
among other things stipUlates that the Indonesian territorial seas
are three sea miles wide, measured from the ebb-line of the islands;
for islands which are part of the land territories of Indonesia, it
is felt that the sea borders are no longer in line with the present
situation and need to be re-examined.
The main objection to the way of determining the territorial
sea borders as referred to above is that those ways do not take
consideration of the specific nature of Indonesia as an archipelago.
According to the old way of measuring the territorial sea, namely
measured from the baseline which constitutes the ebb-line, theoretically each island in Indonesia has its own territorial sea (the Indonesian
Archipelago consists of approXimately 13,000 islands of which 3000 are
inhabited by people). Although certain islands which are separated
from each other by less than 6 sea miles, are considered as one group,
by the manner of measuring on the basis of the ebb-line, there are
still some hundreds or some t~ns of islands/groups of isl&nds (depending on wht width of the respective territorial sea) possessing their
own territorial seas.
It can be imagined that such a situation makes it very difficult
to implement the task of controlling the sea in a perfect way, since
the structure of the territory to be control.Led is so complicated. The
air territory above a territory with such a structure can of course
not be homogenous either. Open sea-enclaves amidst and between
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islands within the territory of Indonesia, place the officials assigned
to exercise c ontr ol in a difficult position, as they have to watch
al l the t ime whet her they are sailing in National waters or in open
se as , since their right to act depends on said position.
In a war bet ween two parties, by the moving to and fro of the
fleet of both sides in the ope n sea between the islands of Indonesia,
t he wholeness of our co unt r y would become jeopardized. Communications
be twee n one i s l and and the other which forms the backbone to the people's
l i velihood i n view of t e transportation of vi t a~ aaily consumer goods,
woul be broken, wh!ch would cause sufferings to the people ~iving on
t hos e i slands. The consequence of a sea battl e with nuclear weapons
amidst the Indones i an islands, would endanger t he inhabitants of the
i slands i n the urr ounaings of the open sea whe re the battle takes place.
Apa r t from the ri sk which the inhabitants woul d possibly nave to
suff8r, the ques t ion al so aris es as to how we can maintain our neutrality
i n s uch a s i.t.uat.Lor ., Fur t her , one can imagine the difficulty in
exercising c on 1'01 ove r execut i on of customs, immigration ana health
re B u~a t i ons in such a territoria~ structure.

On the bas i s of the above considerations, it is necessary to find
a s ol ut i on bas ed on
e principle that the Indonesian Archipelago
is one uni t y , and that t he seas between the islands are an inseparable
par t of the islands of our country.
Base d 0 thi s principl e , therefore, the terr itorial sea must be
s i t uat ed along t he ~ines connect i ng the outermost points of the
Indonesian Arc hipel a go.
To ens ure t hat ships can sail smoothly in and out of the country
which is very import ant for the smooth running of our eoonomy, and
in order t ha t we c an deny the accusations by other countries as i f we
are hampe r i ng innocent passage, it is necessary to guarantee that
"• •••• • • •innocent passage in the inland seas is guaranteed to
f oreign ships, as long as it is not endangering the sovereignty and
sec uri t y of the Indones i an ;:)t at e " .
The ae termination of territorial seas as wide as twelve sea miles
i s t he maxim um wi dt h according to what is laid aown in the draft
artic l s of the I ternational Law Commission on its 8th session in
t he year 1957.
The revision of the determination of sea waters in Indonesia as
fo rmulated in the present Government rtegula~ion in Lieu of Act has
al s o impor t ant cons equences inthe field of economy. With the new
determination of sea borders, Inaonesia will have sovereignty over all
waters situated withi n the boundaries of the outerlines of the
t er r i t rial seas an d of the air and sea bottom and the land underneath,
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thus including all the natural resources found therein in the form of
fauna and flora. And in this way, also other natural resources in the
form of minerals, those which have been unearthed as well as those still
to be unearthed, can be secured for the welfare of the Indonesian
people which year by year increase in number.
To the Indonesian pe opl e whose diet does not contain enough
protein,-- even the animal protein substance in their food belQngs
to the lowest standard -- the natural resources in fishery are of
incalculable vaLue. EspecialLy when we consider that other methods
of meeting the shortage of ~rotein, for instance the development of
cattle breeding (live stock), are hard to conduct -- and their
financing is moreover too expensive -- it is therefore necessary to
keep in reserve and to utilize the potential resources in the seas.
The methods of catching fish and exploiting the other sea products by
the Indone i an people, is up to the present time stil~ too primitive,
and this is another reason for taking measures to the effect of
protecting those natural resources.
Natural resources in the form of minerals are of "no less importance
for the welfare of the Indonesian people. Although it is not yet
known precisely how great the quantity is of the wealth hidden
underneath the bottom of the sea, it can be said for sure that this
wealth must be cons i de rable . If we regard the richness of the Indonesian islands in minerals, such as petroleum and tin which are
found in the earth on the land territories of Indonesia, we can
safely assume that the land underneath the sea surface which
eSBentia~ly is an extension of the land territories, also contains
those richnesses.
II.

Seriatim Explanation:

Article 1.

(1) By Indonesian waters is understood that part of the state
territory which consists of water. As is known the territory of a
state over which it has sovereignty, may cover:
a.

land territory -- b.

sea territory -- c. air territory.

A territorial sea is toe maritime belt situated on the outerline
of the baseline. The baseline is the line from which the territorial
sea is measured to the outside. The territorial sea is bounded as
its outside by an outer limit whicn is drawn parallel to the baseline.
The distance between the baseline and the outer limit is 12 sea miles.
In this way, what is called territorial sea is the maritime belt
which is 12 sea mi~es wide and limited at its inside by the baseline
and at its outside by the outer limit drawn paral~el to the baseline.
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The Indonesian state has sovereignty over this territorial sea,
as re ards the mar i t ime belt itself which consists of water, its seabed and its s ubsoil, as wel~ as the air above it. The o~y restriction
to the sovereignty of Indonesia as a maritime country, is the
existence of' innocent passage within the territorial sea by foreign
ships. I nnocent passage within the territorial sea by foreign ships
is a rig ht guaranteed by international law.

(3) The inland seas of Indonesia as referred to in this clause
are all waters situated in the inside of the base~ine consisting of
seas , bays , straits, and canals.
Diff er i ng from its sovereignty over its terr itorial seas, the
s overei gnty of Indonesia over the inland seas i s not restricted by
t he r i ght of innocent passage, though Indonesia itself may make
restri ct i ons of its own by providing certaln facilities basea on
certain consideration (see below under article 3 clause (1) ).

(4) Sufficiently clear.
Art i cle 2 Sufficiently clear (see map attached)
Article 3
(1) It is necessary to guarantee sea traffic to foreign ships
with a view to the importance of traffic by ships in the inland seas
for our own i nt er es t (we need commercial shipping for our trade)
as we l l as f or the interest of the world community.
Dif f er i ng from innocent passage by foreign ships which is a
right r ec ogni zed by international law, innocent passage in the inland
seas is a f acility purpose~y granted by Indonesia. As a consequence
of thi s differ enc e , Indonesia may withdraw the facilities granted in
the i nland seas, whereas innocent passage in territorial seas
basically can not be harmed by a maritime state.
( 2) The stipulations in this clause clear~y describe the nature
of t r af f i c by foreign ships in the inland seas of Indonesia as a
facili t y .
The stipulations in this clause are an operative stipulation of
clause (1 ) , which is the definition of a principle.
Artic l e 4
(1 )

Suffic i ent l y clear.

(2)

S uff icie n t ~ y

Source :

clear.

The Indonesian Revolution: Basic Documents and the Idea of
Guided Democracy, the Uept. of Information, Republic of
Indonesia, Special issue b5, Djakarta, 1960
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APPENDIX III

GOVERNMENT

OrlDINA~CE

NO.8 0Y_1962

regarding
THE PEACEFUL PASSAGE OF

FO~IGN

VESSELS

IN INDONESIAN wATERS
THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
considering:

with due
regard to

that it is necessary to introduce further provisions
regarding the peaceful passage of foreign vessels in
Indonesian waters.

S,

1.

Article

paragraph 2, of the Constitution;

2.

Article 3 of Law No. 4 Prp of 1960 on INDUNESIAN
~ATE~ (NOTE:
B.C.C.l. Gen.Circ. No. 2799)

having heard: The discussions in tr.e meeting of "Kerdja" Cabinet
held on 27th December 1961J
DEC IDE D :
to establish
this

uRDINANCE REGARDHG THE PEACEFUL PA::iSAGE
OF FOREIGN VESSELS IN INDUNr..:::HAN WATERS.

GOVERNMEi~T

SECTION I
Foreign vessels in.general
Article 1
The peaceful passage of foreign vessels in the internal waters of
Indonesia, which prior to the coming into force of Law No. 4 Prp of
19bO constituted free seas or the sea territory of Indonesia, is
guaranteed; this provision does not apply to bays, inlets and estuaries
of which the mouth is less than 24 nautical miles across.
Article 2
(1)

The peaceful passage of foreign vessels in this Government
Ordinance means sailing for peaceful purposes through the sea
territory and internal waters of Indonesia:
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(2)

a.

from the free sea to an Indonesian port and vice versa;

b.

from one free sea to another free sea.

The peaceful passage (traffic) referred to in paragraph 1 is
urged to follow the sea lanes described in the pilotage books
for international navigation.

(3) St oppi ng, dropping anchor and/or crulslng about without legitimate
reason in Indonesian waters or in free seas adjoining the said
waters is not included in the interpretation of peace£ul passage
as referred to in paragraph 1.
Article 3
The passage referred to in article 2 is considered to be peaceful
in so far as it does not conflict with the security, general order,
interest and/or ooes not disturb the peace of the .::itate of the Hepublic
of Iridones La,
Article 4

(1) In order to safeguarc the sovereignty ana the safety of the State,
the President of the Republic of Indonesia has the authority to
prohibit temporarily peaceful passa~e in certain parts of the
Indonesian waters.
(2)

The temporary prohibition referred to in paragraph 1 is carried
out after an announcement nas first been made by means of the
customary publicity in the shipping world.
sc;CTION II
Foreign fishing vessels
Article

5

(1)

~hen sailint,S from one free sea to another free sea, foreign
fishing vessels are required to keep their fishing equipment
in a packed state stowed away in the holds while they are in or
are crossing the sea territory and internal waters of Indonesia.

(2 )

when sailing as referred to in paragraph 1, the foreign fishing
vessels must sail along the sea lanes 'tIr-lich have been or 'tIill be
determined by the ~inister/Chief-of-~taff of the ~avy.
:.ji:,CTliJN III

ioreign vessels for scientific research
112.

Article 6
Scientific research by foreign vessels in the sea territory or
internal waters of Indonesia may only be carried out after permission
has been obtained from the President of the Republic of Indonesia.
SECTION IV
Foreign warships and Government vessels
that are not merchant shi ps
Article 7

(1) Before unaertaking a peaceful passage in the sea territory or
internal waters of Indonesia, the foreign warships and Government
vessels that are not merchant ships must first notify the
Minister/Chief-of-Staff of the Navy, unless the said passage is
along sea lanes which have been or will be determined by the
Minister/Chief-of-Staff of the Navy.
(2)

When crossing through Indonesian waters, foreign submarines
must sail on the surface of the water.

(3)

The passage of foreign warships and government vessels that are
not merchant ships outside the sea lanes referred to in paragraph
1 without prior notification to the ~inister/Chief-of-Staff of
the Navy, including foreign submarines which do not sail on the
surface of the water when crossing through Indonesian waters, is
considered as not being a peaceful passage, ana for this reason
they may be obliged to leave Indonesian waters forthwith.
dECTION V
Final stipulations
A.rticle 8

This Government Ordinance comes into force on the day of promulgation.
In order that it may be known by all, it is ordered that this
Government Ordinance be published in the Statute Book of the Republic
of Indonesia.
Established in Djakarta
on 25th July 1962

Promulgated in Djakarta
on 28th July 1962

THE; f'rtESIDENT OF THE rlEPUBLIC

THE STATE SECRETARY,

01" IN DON E.SlA,
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(si gned) Mohd. Ichsan.

(signed) Sookarno.

Statute Book 1962 No. 36

Sour ce :

General C'rcul ar No. 3514, The British Chamber of Commerce
in Indonesia , Djakarta, January 11, 1963

APPENDIX IV

OFFICIAL ELUCIDATION to Government Ordinance No. 8 of 1962 regarding
THE PEACEFUL PASSAGE OF FOREIGN VESSELS IN INDONESIAN WATERS.
I.

GENERAL

The right to peaceful passage in the territorial seas of a State
is guaranteed by international law, but not in the internal waters
unless those internal waters are the result of new ways of drawing
baselines as points from which to measure the territorial seas. For
this reason the right of peaceful passage is not guaranteed in al~
internal waters by international law. However, article J of Law No. 4
Prp of 1960 does guarantee this right of peaceful passage in the internal waters of Indonesia without any further distinction being made
between the former internal waters (i.e. the interna~ waters prior to
the coming into force of Law No. 4 Prp of 1960 when there was no right
to peaceful passage according to international law) and the new internal
waters resulting from the manner of arawing the base~ines accoraing to
article ~, paragraph 2, of Law No. 4 Prp of 1960 in which peaceful
passage is guaranteed.
In view of what is stated in article J, paragraph 2, of Law
No. 4 Prp of 19bO, that the right of peaceful passage wil~ be further
regulated by Government Ordinance, it is proper that the Government
of Indonesia issues an Ordinance which distinguishes the internal
waters of internal seas, where the right of peaceful passage is
guaranteed, and the coastal waters where there is no such right of
peaceful passage.
The Government considers it necessary to issue this Government
Ordinance as the absence of wel~ defined stipulations on the matter
in question wil~ cause difficulties to Government functionaries at
sea. These wel~ defined stipulations are a~so necessary to ensure
smooth international shipping. It is hoped that ~ith this Government
Ordinance the rights and obligations of Indonesia in Indonesian waters
will become clearer and more definite, and thus eliminate or at least
reduce irregularities at sea by foreign vessels.
II.

ARTICLE

BY ARTICLE
Article 1

This article clearly states that the right of peaceful passage
of foreign vessels is guaranteed on~y in the interna~ waters of
Indonesia wnich prior to the coming into force of Law No. 4 Prp of 1960,
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constituted the territorial seas or free seas. These internal waters
are known as the "internal seas". In the fonner interna.l seas, i.e.
prior to the corning into force of Law No. 4 Prp of 1960, there was
no right of peaceful passage. The second kind of internal waters
are known as "coastal waters".
Prior to the corning into force of Law No. 4 Prp of 1960 bays,
inlets and estuaries were regarded as coastal waters if the line
connecting the two points at their mouth did not exceed 10 miles.
Since internationa.l law has now general.ly accepted a distance of 24
miles a straight .line connecting the two points at the mouth of bays,
inlets and estuaries, it is therefore right that bays, inlets and
estuaries of which the mouth is not more than 24 nautical miles are
likewise considered as Indonesian waters where there is no right of
peaceful passage.
This article means a.lso that peaceful passage is open to foreign
vessels in the territorial seas of Indonesia as referred to in Law
No. 4 Prp of 1960 on the understanding that the provisions in this
Government Ordinance are observed.
Article 2
By peaceful passage is understood sai.ling from a free sea to a
port in Indonesia and sailing from a port in lnoonesia to a free sea
for peaceful purposes, as wel.l as sailing from and to free seas,
crossing Indonesian waters. ~uch sailing must be made without
stopping. For this reason stopping, dropping ancnor and/or cruising
about without a legitimate reason ("hovering unnecessarily") in
Indonesian waters or in free seas adjoining Inoonesian waters are
prohibited, unless this is necessary in the normal interest of navigation or due to force majeure. The term "adJoining" in this article
may mean 100 miles from the Indonesian waters if the Indonesian functionaries at sea consider that the stopping, dropping anchor or cruising
about without legitimate reason may be harmful to the interests of
Indonesia.
Article 3
The passage referred to in article 2 is permitted on.lY in so far
as it is of a peaceful nature, namely in so far as it is not against
the interests of Indonesia. If the Indonesian Government considers
that the passage of foreign vessels in Indonesian waters will e~
danger peace, security, general order and the interests of the ~tate,
the said passage is no longer considered a peaceful passage and for
this reason it is no longer guaranteed.
Article
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4

The protection of the sovereignty and safety of the State at sea
is tne primary task of the Navy of the Republic of Indonesia as
this is closely connected with the security and defence of the ~tate.
For this reason the President of the Republic of Indonesia has the
authority to close temporarily certain parts of the Indonesian waters
to foreign vessels if such a closure is considered necessary for the
protection of the security and defence of the State. However, this
closure must be carried out by means of a proper announcement, e.g.
by means of Itnotices to seamen".
Article

2

The wealth of Indonesia is reserved for the prosperity of the
Indonesian nation. For this reason the wealth in Indonesian waters
is also reserved for the Indonesian nation. Foreign fishermen are
not allowed to take this wealth away, either in the form of fish or
in the form of other products, unless with the approval of the
Indonesian Government. Consequently, foreign fishing vessels, when
availing themselves of the right of peaceful passage, are forbidden
to act surreptitiously, They may only cross the waters and may not
take away the sources of wealth therefrom while crossing Indonesian
waters. In order to see that they observe these provisions, they
are required to keep their fishing equipment in a packed cundition in
their holds during the time that they are in Indonesian waters while
sailing from and to free seas.
While sailing from ana to free seas, they must observe the
regulations which have been and/or will be estab~ished for preventing them from taking away the wealth from Indonesian waters. when
making a peaceful passage and crossing Indonesian waters to free seas
foreign fisning vessels are also obliged to sail along the sea lanes
which have been or wil~ be determined by the hinister/Chief-of~taff
of the Navy in order to prevent them from committing irregularities
in Indonesian waters. If they do not observe the provisions of this
Government Ordinance the sailing of the saia foreign vessels is no
longer considered to be peaceful.
Article 6
The Government of Indonesia, in this instance the President of
the Republic of Indonesia, may issue permits to foreign vessels owned
by foreign otates or citizens to conduct scientific research in
Indonesian waters on condition that such research may not be used
to harm the defence and interests of the State. When issuing .814
permits the President of the Republic of Indonesia may request that
a representative of the Indonesian Government joins the research in
order to observe that the interests of State are not harmed. This
article means also that the Indonesian Government may conc~ude cooperation agreements with foreign private bodies or governments to
carry out scientific research in Indonesian waters.
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Article 7
The Minister/Chief-of-Staff of the Navy may establish sea lanes
in Indonesian waters for foreign warships and government vessels which
are not merchant ships. To sail along these sea lanes does not
require prior notification to the Minister/Chief-of-~taff of the Navy.
However, if those vessels sail outside the sea lanes which have
been or will be established by the Minister/Chief-of-Staff of the Navy
prior notification must be given to the Minister/Chief-of-~taff of
the Navy. Foreign submarines sailing in Indonesian waters are required to sail on the surface of the water. Should these foreign
vessels not observe the provisions of this Government Ordinance, they
may be requested to leave Indonesian waters forthwith as they are
not considered to be making a peaceful passage.
Article 8
Requires no elucidation.
Supplementary Statute Book No. 2466

~ource:

General Circular No. 3514, the British Chamber of
Commerce in Indonesia, Djakarta, January 11, 1963
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APPENDIX V

~TATE ~ECRETArlIAT

Pres. Decree
No. 103, Year 1963
The Entire Indonesian Territorial waters Declared
1s Maritime Area

I, PRESIDENT Of THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA,
Considering:

1. that with the enactment of Act No. 4 Prp year 1960 concerning
the Indonesian Waters, the Decrees of the Governor General on the
designation of Maritime Areas (Maritieme Kringen) fail to meet the
requirements any longer, on account of which, it is necessary for
them to be revoked;
2. that for the maintenance of order and security within the
territorial waters of Indonesia, it is necessary to designate the
entire portion of the Indonpsian territorial waters, as meant in
Act No. 4 Prp year 1960, as a Maritime Area;

HAVE D1CIDED
To

~tipulate:

Firstly:
The entire portion of the Indonesian territorial waters, as meant
in Act No. 4 Prp. year 1960, is declared as a Maritime Area.
~econdlys

1s of the stipulation of this Decree, all Decrees of the Governor
General conerning Maritime Areas are declared as no longer valid.
Thirdly:
This Decree comes in force as of the day of stipulation.
Stipulated in Djakarta
On 27th May 1963

ACTING PRESIDENT OF THe REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
(signed)
DJUANDA
Source:

Indonesian Publication, WARTA-C.A.F.I.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
By examining the results obtained from the analysis,
some notable patterns in the choice of projections have
emerged.

For every maritime interest, be it the preservation

of area for fishing rights or mineral exploitation, the
shape for visual or psychological purposes, the distance for
equitable median line boundary division along strategic
straits for shipping, or the direction for navigational
purposes, there is an appropriate projection for each purpose
in each study area.
In the polar study area, according to the index, the
equal-area projections reduced distortion primarily in aeral
deformation.

The Stereographic and Mercator type, due to

their pr oper t y of conformali ty, were the most sui table. in
shape preservation.

The Polyconic is the most desireable in

keeping the distances closest to the global qualities.· The
Mercator proved the best in preserving constant lines of
compass bearing.

The projections that distorted the most,

e.g. the Mercator, and others with a combination of high
distortion scores, should be disregarded for any maritime
use.
Concerning the mid-latitudinal study area, in aeral
111

112
preservation, the equal-area projections did the best.
The Mercator scored the lowest in shape retention.

The Poly-

conic, because of its property of all the parallels being standard Parallels, reduced distortion the most in distance measurement.

The Mercator was chosen best for navigational pur-,

poses by preserving constant compass direction.
In the equatorial study area, again the equal-area
'group serves the best in aeraldistortion.

The Mercator

projection is best suited to preserve the global qualities
of shape.

The Polyconic projection had the lowest score in

distortion if distance.

Finally the Mercator is most suit-

able for preserving constant compass direction.
As an overview of the process of projection selection,
the projection that would create the fairest boundaries for
the

na~ions

involved in the Polar Study Area and the Mid-

Latitudinal Study Area is the Conici Bonne's Projection.
According to the Index of Distortion Tables it generally had
the lowest scores.

The Mercator projection proved to be the

best overall projection for boundary delimitation in the
Equatorial Study Area.

It consistently scored very low in

area and distance distortion and proved to be the best in
preaerving shape and direction.
This study not only points out the projection best
suited for boundary delimitation in selected study areas, but
also offers a choice of projections that distort global
qualities to varying degrees.

The selection of this type of
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projection would depend on the needs of the particular country.

Depending on which marine interest holds the most

importance for a country, certain global qualities will have
to be stressed.

For instance the maximization of area for

purposes of fishing, continental shelf exploitation or other
related

activiti~s,

a projection other than an equal-area

would be chosen, the exact selection depending on the degree
of maximization desired.
Likewise, shape can be distorted to different degrees.
A distortion in the shape of a coastline affects the delimitation of the equidistant boundary.

Shape distortion would

be desireable for psychological reasons.

A distorted visual

representation that made a country's boundary area larger
than it should may give a certain mental advantage.
The selection of a projection that distorts distances
can greatly affect the equidistant boundary delimitation of a
strait.

An unequal division would give one country more con-

trol than it rightly deserves over the strait involved.

The

Strait of Ma1acca between the Island of Sumatra in Indonesia
and the Malaya Peninsula in Malaysia is a very strategic
area.

If l

for instance, Indonesia derived its boundary on a

projection other than Polyconic, they would receive more
control over what occurs in the strait than Malaysia.
amount of control obtained is

p~oportional

The

to the degree of

distortion the projection has in distance.
A selection of a projection other than the Mercator in
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terms of preserving constant bearing would make navigation in
the boundary area very difficult.

The patrol and search of

violations of the boundary line will best be done by the
available Navy or Coast Guard of a country.

On the Mercator;

the area can be navigated with little difficulty.

Any other

choice would hinder this process.
Unfortunately, the best ohe overall projection for all
maritime interest for all study areas could not be found,
simply because such a projection does not exist.
ideal representation is the globe.

The most

Thus in trying to capture

some of the global qualities on a map, it always results in
some type of distortio~.
Hopefully the findings of this study have some application to delimiting the 200-mile o£fshore boundary.

The study

has focused on maritime boundaries because they present
unique distortion problems.

An equitable median line boundary

must be drawn on an appropriate projection to be completely
fair, otherwise a non-equitable boundary will result.

In

most cases, a boundary conflict can be settled with a fair
delimitation, agreeable to all concerned.
suggested projection choice,

t~e

In addition to the

author also points out the

options that are available in order to achieve an unfair
delimitation.
Through recent development of computers, boundaries can
be also delimited without the need of projections.

By

measuring from fixed geographic coordinates of the coastline
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to coordinates representing the boundary line, much distortion
previously attributed to projections can be minimized.
Foreign ships can locate the boundary line through such
navigational devises as LORAN A or LORAN C, or by the
DQppler Satellite Positioning system. 2 3

After the boundary

lines have been delimited, they may be drawn on the desired
,

projection.

The projection selected will inevitably deform

the true boundary area according to its distortive properties.
The results of this study show a definite association
between the selection of map projections and the division of
the offshore boundaries on the earth.

A fundamental under-

standing of this is absolutely necessary.

In time, the sea-

ward extent ion of national claims may grow to encompass all
of the oceans.

If this is true, the individual nations

familiar with the projection properties and deformation
problems will have an absolute advantage in coping with the
ever more increasing problems of equitably

sharing, main-

taining, controling, and exploiting ocean space.

23 H. Orlin, "Offshore Boundaries: Engineering and Exonomic
Aspects, II Ocean Development and International Law Vol. 3,
No. 1 (1975): 90-91.

APPENDIX I
DISTORTION IN AREA: POLAR STUDY AREA
Projection

U.S.A.

U.S.S.R.

Azimuthal Equal Area

24.12

6.82

Azimuthal Equidistant

31.92

8.88

Gnomonic

44.15

9.43

Orthographic

20.47

6.19

Stereographic

29.24

7.53

Albers Equal Area

23.70

6.42

Bonne's

24.94

6.94

Conic w/2 STPs

25.04

7.04

Lambert Equal Area

25.16

7.02

Polyconic

25.17

7.04

Simple Conic

24.56

7.32

Sinusoidal

24.60

7.31

Cylindrical Equal Area

24.56

6.59

122.59

61.66

Mollweide

24.69

7.20

Simple Cylindrical

48.90

7.49

Calculated Global Value

24.54

6.90

Mercator
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DISTORTION IN AREA: OBLIQUE STUDY AREA

Lambert
Albers
Conic
Equal Area Bonne's w/2STPs Equal Area Polyconic
Spain

1. 98

1. 89

1. 99

1. 95

2.05

.69

.72

.67

.72

.70

Italy

4.18

4.26

4.20

4.26

4.20

Malta

.87

.81

.88

.84

.79

Yugoslavia

.44

.42

.46

.43

.43

Albania

.11

.11

.12

.11

.12

Greece

3.70

3.71

3.69

3.74

3.75

Turkey

.89

.88

.89

.94

.81

Cyprus

.90

.82

.91

.86

.84

Syria

.10

.08

.08

.08

.08

Lebanon

.12

.12

.17

.14

.12

Israel

.21

.20

.21

.20

.17

Egypt

1. 43

1. 40

1.45

1. 42

1. 40

Lybia

2.60

2.60

2.56

2.52

2.57

Tunisia

.76

.73

.79

.74

.77

Algeria

.99

1. 06

.95

1. 00

1. 07

Morocco

.19

.19

.15

.19

.19

France
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DISTORTION IN AREA: OBLIQUE STUDY AREA

Simple
Cylindrical
Conic Sinusoidal Equal Area Mercator Mo11weide
1. 97

1. 84

2.15

3.60

1. 82

.69

.71

.72

1. 23

.71

Italy

4.20

4.19

4.30

7.45

3.98

Malta

.80

.78

.62

1. 2'4

.75

Yugoslavia

.43

.43

.43

.92

.42

Albania

.11

.11

.10

.24

.11

Greece

3.63

3.66

3.66

5.98

3.54

Turkey

.93

.89

1. 20

1. 29

.90

Cyprus

.87

.89

.79

1. 32

.86

Syria

.09

.10

.07

.12

.09

Lebanon

.12

.12

.12

.19

.12

Israel

.21

.18

.18

.30

.19

Egypt

1. 43

1. 49

1. 44

2.06

1. 40

Lybia

2.55

2.52

2.68

3.72

2.45

Tunisia

' .78

.72

.77

1.18

.69

Algeria

.96

.97

.99

1. 60

.98

Morocco

.19

.18

.16

.31

.20

, Spain
France

,

'-'
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DISTORTION IN AREA: OBLIQUE STUDY AREA

Simple Cylindrical
Spain
France

2.49

.95

Italy

5.57

Malta

1. 01

Yugoslavi~

.65

Albania

.13

Greece

4.62

Turkey

1. 21

Cyprus

1. 03

·Syria

.09

Lebanon

.15

Israel

.20

Egypt

1. 73

Lybia

3.04

Tunisia

.84

Algeria

1. 27

Morocco

.22
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APPENDIX I
DISTORTION IN AREA: EQUATORIAL STUDY AREA

Projection

Brunei Port. Timor Maylasia Indonesia

Gnomonic

.33

.66

4.06

53.44

Orthographic

.29

.59

3.71

47.02

Stereographic

.37

.67

3.73

51-.53

Albers Equal Area

.28

.55

3.73

48.60

Conic w/2 STPs

.29

.68

3.80

50.02

Polyconic

.31

.61

3.80

50.28

Simple conic

.26

.57

3.69

50.21

Sinusoidal

.31

.61

3.77

48.75

Cylindrical Equal Area

.29

.57

3.86

48 ..82

Mercator

.27

.63

3.83

49.10

Mollweide

.32

.70

3.63

49.84

Simple Cylindrical

.29

.62

3.91

48.80

Calculated Global Value

.30

.61

3.75

49.00
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l\PPENInx 2

DISTORTION IN DISTANCE: POLAR STUDY AREA

5 Degrees of
Longitude in
Inches

Projection

-

5 Degrees of
Latitude in
Inches

Azimuthal Equal Area

1.20000
45°
75° --,0.40000

45°-50° - 1.46376
70°-75° - 1.55232

Azimuthal Equidistant

45° - 1.46376
75° - 1.55232

45°-50° - 1.36000 '
70°-75° - 0.55000

Gnomonic

45° - 1. 50200
75° - 0.40000

45°-50° - 2.89620
70°-75° - 1. 72836

Orthographic

45° - 1.11000
75° - 0.40000

45°-50° - 1.15776
70°-75° - 1.49760

Stereographic

45° - 1. 32000
75° - 0.41000

45°-50° - 1. 80864
70°-75° - 1. 60648

1.14400
1. 00962
0.53730
0.35000

Albers Equal Area

45° (STP) 50° (STP) 70° 75° -

Bonne's

1.11078
45°
(STP) 60° - 0.78534
75° - 0.40662

1.57086
45°-50°
55°-60° - 1.57086
60°-65° - 1.57086
70°-75° - 1.57086

Conic w/2 STPs

45° (STP) 50° (STP) 70° 75° -

1.14000
1. 00962
0.53730
0.42000

45°-50°
50°-55°
65°-70°
70°-75°

-

1.57082
1. 57082
1. 57082
1. 57082

Lambert Equal Area

45° - 1.14000
(STP) 60° - 0.78535
75° - 0.43300

45°-50°
55°-60°
60°-65°
70°-75°

-

1. 54260
1. 56870
1.56870
1. 50660

Polyconic
Simple Conic

45° - 1.11078
75° - 0.40662
45° - 1.15500
(STP) 60° - 0.78534
75° - 0.40662
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45°-50°
50°-55°
65°-70°
70°-75°

-

1.55718
1.58328
1. 53180
1.54674

45°-50° - 1.57086
70°-75° - 1. 57086
45°-50°
55°-60°
60°-65°
70°-75°

-

1.57086
1. 57086
1. 57086
1.57086

APPENDIX 2
DISTORTION IN DISTANCE: POLAR STUDY AREA
5 Degrees of
Longitude in
Inches

5 Degrees of
Latitude in
Inches

Sinusoidal

45° - 1.11078
75° - 0.40662

45°-50° - 1.57086
70°-75° - 1.57086

Cylindrical Equal Area

45° - 1. 57086
75° - 1. 57086

45°-50° - 1.06074
70°-75° - 0.47376

Mercator

45°
1.57086
75° -1.57086

45°-50°
2.44400
70°-75° - 6.07010

Mo11weide

45° - 1.14392
75°
0.59755

45°-50° - 1.56780
70°-75°
1.13256

Simple Cylindrical

45° - 1. 57086
75° - 1. 57086

45°-50° - 1.57086
70°-75° - 1.57086

Projection
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DISTORTION IN DIS'l'l\NCE: OBL1QUE S'l'UDY l\lml\

5 Degrees of
Longitude in
Inches

5 Degrees of
Latitude in
Inches

25° - 1.42000
35° - 1.28664
40° - 1.20330
1. 07000
50°

25°-30° - 1. 55070
30°-35° - 1.56600
1. 57194
35°-40°
1.
56546
40°-45°
1.54386
45°-50° -

25° - 1. 42362
40° - 1. 20330
1. 00962
50°

25°-30° - 1. 57086
35°-40° - 1. 57086
40°-45° - 1. 57086
45°-50° - 1.57086

25° - 1.46000
1.28664
(STP) 35°
1.20330
(STP) 40°
1. 02000
50°

25°-30° - 1. 57014
30°-35° - 1. 57014
35°-40° - 1. 57014
1.57014
40°-45°
45°-50° - 1. 57014

25° - 1. 47000
(STP) 40° - 1. 20330
50° - 1. 04000

1.53900
25°-30°
35°-40° - 1. 56780
40°-45° - 1. 56960
45°-50° - 1.55700

(STP) 25° - 1. 43262
(STP) 50° - 1. 00962

1.57086
25°-30°
1.
57086
45°-50° -

Projection
Albers Equal Area
(STP)

-

Bonne's
(STP)

Conic w/2 STPs

'-'

L~mbert

Equal Area

Po1yconic

-

-

-

-

-

25°
40°
50°

-

1.46500
1.20330
1.01000

25°-30° - 1. 57086
35°-40° - 1. 57086
40°-45° - 1.57086
1.57086
45°-50°

Sinusoidal

25°
50°

-

1. 43262
1. 00962

25°-30°
45°-50°

-

1.57086
1.57086

Cy1in. Equal Area

25°
50°

-

1.57086
1.57086

25°-30°
45°-50°

-

1.39284
1. 06074

Mercator

25°
50°

1. 57086
1.57086

25°-30°
45°-50°

Simple Conic
(srI'£> )

-
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-

-

1.81392
2.44400

APPENDIX 2
DIS!ORITON IN DISTANCE: OBLIQUE STUDY AREA

Projection

5 Degrees of
Longitude in
Inches

-

1. 32872
1.07520

Mollweide

25°
50°

Simple Cylindrical

25° - 1. 57086
50° - 1. 57086
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5 Degrees of
Latitude in
Inches

-

25°-30°
1.64664
45°-50° - 1.56780
25°-30°
45°-50°

-

-

1. 57086
1.57086

APPENDIX 2
DISTORTION IN DISTANCE: EQUATORIAL STUDY AREA

5 Degrees of
Longitude in
Inches

Projection

5 Degrees of
Latitude in
Inches

Gnomonic

0°
15°

-

1. 57482
1.99872

0°_5°
10°-15°

Orthographic·

0°
15°

-

1.57086
1.34541

0°-5°
10°-15°

-

1. 56888
1.53306

Stereographic

0°
15°

1.58000
1.97500

0°-5° 10°-15° 0°-5° on
145°
-

1.53000
1. 66000
Long.1.44500

-

-

-

1. 57482
1.64919

(STP)

0° - 1. 57086
5° - 1.56474
15° - 1.50000

0°-5° - 1.57086
5°-10° - 1.57320
10°-15° - 1.54800

(STP)

0° - 1.57010
5° - 1.56474
15° - 1.52500

0°_5°
5°-10°
10°-15°

Albers Equal Area

Conic w/2 STPs

Polyconic

(STP)
0°
(S·TP) . 15°

Simple Conic

(STP)

-

-

1.57086
1.57086
1. 57086

1. 57086
1.51722

0°-5°
10°-15° 0°_5° on
145°

1.57086
1.57086
Long.1.76000

0° - 1.57086
15° - 1.40000

0°_5° 10°-15° 0°-5° on
145°

1.57086
1.57086
Long.1.37414

Sinusoidal

0° - 1.57086
15° - 1.51722

0°-5°
10°-15°

-

1.57086
1. 57086

Cylindrical Equal Area

0° - 1.57086
15° - 1.57086

0°_5°
10°-15°

-

1. 56888
1.53306

Mercator

0° - 1.57086
15° - 1.57086

0°-5°
10°-15°

-

1.57086
1.62670

Mol1weide

0° - 1. 41408
15° - 1.38302

0°_5° - 1. 77660
10°-15° - 1.74852

-
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APPENDIX 2
DISTORTION IN DISTANCE: EQUATORIAL STUDY AREA

Projection
Simple Cylindrical

5 Degrees of
Longitude in
Inches

5 Degrees of
Latitude in
Inches

0° - 1. 57086
15° - 1. 57086

0°-5° - 1.57086
10°-15° - 1.57086
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APPENDIX 3
DISTORTION IN DIRECTION: POLAR STUDY AREA

Projection

70 0N.-1700E. 55 0N.-1700W. 45 0N.-1450W.

Azimuthal Equal Area

71.148°

58.836°

51.364°

Azimuthal Equidistant

67.926°

55.490°

48.128°

Gnomonic

72.317°

63.140°

62.448°

Orthographic

70.852°

56.399°

47.043°

Stereographic

71.107°

66.231°

54.397°

Albers Equal Area

70.844°

64.766°

53.793°

Bonne's

71.117°

60.165°

54.735°

Conic w/2 STPs

71.117°

60.053°

54.754°

Lambert Equal Area

70.012°

62.690°

53.535°

Polyconic

71.117°

60.165°

54.735°

Simple Conic

70.704°

59.916°

53.438°

Sinusoidal

71.117°

60.165°

54.735°

Cylindrical Equal Area

16.783°

28.244°

34.030°

Mercator

75.491°

63.441°

57.270°

Mollweide

57.641°

53.084°

53.884°

Simple Cylindrical

45.000°

45.000°

45.000°
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APPENDIX 3
DISTORTION IN DIRECTION: OBLIQUE STUDY AREA

Projection

45 0N.-10oW. 35 0N.-10oE. 25 0N.-350E ..

Albers Equal Area

53.678°

50.699°

47.120°

Bonne's

54.735°

50.680°

47.815°

Conic w/2 STPs

54.961°

50.667°

47.377°

Lambert Equal Area

54.759°

50.881°

46.804°

Polyc.onic

54.735°

50.680°

47.815°

Simple Conic

54.998°

51.045°

46.841°

54.735°

50.680°

47.815°

Cylindrical Equal Area

34.030°

38.417°

41. 563°

Mercator

57.270°

52.560°

49.107°

Mollweide

36.116°

39.075°

40.027°

Simple Cylindrical

45.000°

45.000°

45.000°

. Sinusoidal
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APPENDIX 3
. DISTORTION IN DIRECTION:

Projection

EQUl\TORTl\I, S'PUIlY l\RRl\

100N.-1400E. 50N.-IOOoE~ OO-llOoE.

Gnomonic

43.615'?

44.552°

45.000°

Orthographic

4S~17So

45.552°

45.000°

stere~ographic

36.352°

43.199°

45.000°

Albers Equal Area

44.623°

44.543°

45.000°

Conic w/2 STPs

45.992°

45.692°

45.014°

Polyconic

45.440°

45.112°

45.000°

Simple Conic

50.670°

46.S39°

45.000°

Sinusoidal

45.440°

45.112°

45.000°

Cylindrical Equal Area

44.302°

44 743°

44.964°

Mercator

45.636°

45.115°

45.000°

Mollweide

51.30So

51.389°

51.483°

Simple Cylindrical

45.000°

45.000°

45.000°
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